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Abstract
For a prototypical class of time-extended Petri nets it is shown that the extension does not
increase their expressive power. The nets in this class have token latencies attributed to places.
Place latency nets are formally de1ned together with their 1ring semantics. For any place latency
system, an explicit construction of an elementary net system is given as an implementation, which
is proven to be behaviourally equivalent. The adequacy problem of deciding which equivalence
notion to apply is moderated by the fact that the implementation satis1es the B-condition, under
which all better known equivalence notions coincide. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Time is widely held an indispensable addition to Petri nets to make them expres-
sive enough for modelling real world applications like process control, communication
protocols, work Bow analysis, Bexible manufacturing or synchronous circuit design
([2, 7, 9, 13, 16]). Several time extensions have been suggested, which fall broadly into
three categories: latency time for tokens on places, duration time for transition 1rings,
and time stamps on tokens. Typical examples are in [13, 7, 5], respectively. The latter
is substantially diEerent from the two other ones because it remains within ordinary
Petri net theory. In contrast, place and transition time extensions tamper with the 1ring
rule in a serious way because they give up much of event independence. Are they still
reducible to elementary Petri nets? Since independence of events is the fundamental
motivation for Petri nets, it must be suspected that expressive power is sought at the
expense of abandoning the basis of Petri net theory. Coolahan and Roussopoulos warn:
“Also, the extensions to Petri nets employed to enhance the general modelling power
cause the analytical power to suEer” [2].
The paper proves that such doubts are unjusti1ed, at least for a particular class of
latency time extended Petri nets, called place latency systems, and a particular chosen
equivalence notion. Neither is the expressive power enlarged, nor is elementary Petri
net theory abandoned. The proof is constructive. For each given place latency system,
an elementary Petri net system is explicitly speci1ed that has the same behaviour with
respect to the chosen equivalence notion.
Knowledge of the basics of Petri net theory is presupposed. Section 2 summarizes
what is used and the notation employed.
Section 3 introduces place latency systems as a prototype for the category of Petri
nets that are extended by latency times for tokens on places. It also provides a 1ring
rule that formally de1nes the role of the timing mechanism. Section 4 deals with
implementing a place latency system by an elementary net system. It outlines in an
informal way the basic ideas to give an intuitive background for the formal de1nitions
to follow in Section 5.
Section 6 is a technical preparation for the proof of the main result. Section 7 presents
the main result of the paper, the proof of string equivalence between a place latency
system and its implementation. It also reconsiders the signi1cance of the proven equiv-
alence in view of the fact that the implementation satis1es the so-called B-condition,
which is a strong indication for the generality of the result. Section 8 concludes the
paper with a summary of the results and an outlook to further work.
The present paper is an elaboration of ideas presented in [4].
2. Prerequisites
Mathematics in general
N is set of natural numbers including 0.
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Occasionally, a function f with domain X is canonically extended to the powerset.
That is,
f(Y ) := {f(x) | x ∈ Y} for Y ⊆ X:
Such an extension is implicitly understood without extra mention.
“” denotes the symmetric diEerence, i.e., a b=(a− b)∪ (b− a).
X ∗ is the set of all 1nite sequences over X , including the empty sequence . For a
sequence w∈X ∗; length(w) is the number of element occurrences in w. An element
from X is at the same time considered a sequence of length 1 in X ∗.
For a sequence w∈X ∗; 	 w 
 is the function that maps each element of X to
the number of its occurrences in w (Parikh-function). Note that 	 w1 
 = 	 w2 

means that w1 and w2 are rearrangements of each other.
Frequently, references to formulas are made, together with a given value assignment
to the bound variables in the formula. For conciseness and readability, the value bind-
ings of variables are given in a schematic notation. For example, Lemma 26 [w1n for
w; ceh for c] is a reference to Lemma 26 with w1n substituted for w, and ceh substituted
for c. If a substituted expression happens to be homonymous to the bound variable,
this pair is omitted from the binding list. E.g., we write Lemma 26 [weh for w] rather
then Lemma 26 [weh for w; c for c].
Petri nets
We presuppose the standard basic concepts and terminology of Petri net theory.
All nets considered are assumed to be 1nite, pure and simple, and with no isolated
elements. If (P; T; F) is such a net, (P; T; F; c◦) is an elementary net system with initial
marking c◦ [11]. A marking is considered a subset of P or the characteristic function
of the subset, depending on what is more convenient in a particular context. The values
of a characteristic function are chosen to be “•” for “marked” and “◦” for “unmarked”.
A few concepts and notational conventions that are not so generally used, or are
introduced for usage in this paper only, are given below.
The vicinity of a net element x is vic(x) := x·∪·x. The vicinity is also de1ned for
entire transition sequences as vic(w) :=
⋃{vic(t) | 	 w 
 (t)¿0} for w∈T ∗. Two
transitions with disjoint vicinities are said to be independent: t1 ind t2 :⇔ vic(t1)∩
vic(t2)= ∅.
Let m⊆P. The expression m . t stands for saying that t is enabled in m, as well as for
a term denoting the follower marking of m after 1ring t. 1 Note that m . t can be used
as a term only if m . t is established as a statement. If we use m . t in a term within a
statement, we implicitly understand the statement m . t to hold. E.g., m1 . t=m2 stands
for m1 . t ∧m1 . t=m2.
The concepts of enabling independence and follower marking are extended in an
obvious way to T ∗. For sequences, an associative rule m .w1w2 = (m .w1) . w2 applies,
1 We prefer the in1x notation to the usual bracketed one for better readability of nested expressions.
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which is often used tacitly. Further we de1ne:  is a ring sequence in m iE m . .
 is a ring sequence iE  is a 1ring sequence in some marking m.  is an initial
ring sequence iE  is a 1ring sequence in c◦.
A case is a marking c◦ . , where  is some initial 1ring sequence. Thus, c◦ is itself
a case. Occasionally, we say initial case for the initial marking.
We note two simple properties of elementary nets, with tags for ease of reference:
(Net1) ∀w1; w2 ∈ T ∗; m ⊆ P(m .w1 ∧ m .w2 ∧ w1 ind w2 ⇒ m .w1w2).
If two independent sequences are both enabled at a marking, so is their concatenation.
(In fact any interleaving, but we need this weak form only.)
(Net2) ∀t ∈ T; m; d ⊆ P(m . t ⇒ ‖(m . t)∩ d‖ = ‖m∩ d‖ − ‖·t ∩ d‖+ ‖t· ∩ d‖).
On 1ring an enabled transition, the cardinality of the marking is decreased by the car-
dinality of the pre-set, and increased by the cardinality of the post-set of the transition.
This holds also for any projection onto a subset d of P.
3. Place latency nets
A place latency net is basically an ordinary net with “latencies” attached to its
places. In addition, a “pulse generator”  is assumed that has an impact on the 1ring
of transitions. The intention is that a token arriving at a place is unavailable for as
many pulse ticks as the latency says. After that, it is treated in the usual way. Further,
two kinds of transitions, “regular” and “hot” ones, are distinguished, which behave
diEerently, as speci1ed by the 1ring rule (via the enabling rule). It puts hot transitions,
and only these, in relation to pulses by requiring that any enabled hot transition has
priority over the pulse generator.
Place latency nets and associated concepts are now formally de1ned.
(P; T; F; H; l) is a place latency net iE (P; T; F) is an ordinary net, H ⊆T , and
l : P→N. Elements of H are called hot transitions, l is called the latency function
of the place latency net. A transition from T −H is called regular. Elements of P are
called latency places to emphasize the context.
(P; T; F; H; l; c◦lat ; ; ◦) is a place latency system iE (P; T; F; H; l) is a place latency
net,  =∈T , ◦ =∈N, and c◦lat :P→N∪{◦} such that c◦lat(s)= ◦ or c◦lat(s)6l(s) for all
s∈P. c◦lat is called the initial marking, and  the pulse generator of the place latency
system. Generally, any function m :P→N∪{◦} such that m(s)= ◦ or m(s)6l(s) for
all s∈P is a marking of (P; T; F; H; l). By de1nition,  is not a transition. However, to
avoid awkward phrasing, we say somewhat sloppily “transition” also when we mean
an element of T ∪{}. To emphasize that a transition is not , it is occasionally called
a proper transition.
If for s∈P a marking m yields a natural number (m(s) = ◦), we say that s carries
a token in m. The token is said to be available or unavailable if m(s)= 0 or m(s)¿0,
respectively. To visually emphasize available tokens, and also to correspond to usual
Petri net graphic symbolism, we mostly write m(s)= • for m(s)= 0. Generally, we
write “•” instead of “0” in its role as a value of a marking. Much as for elementary nets,
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m(s)= • means s is marked by an available token, and m(s)= ◦ means s is unmarked.
Place latency nets have, however, additional marking values that are neither • nor
◦, but positive integers for “marked by an unavailable token”. Note that m(s)¿0 is
equivalent to m(s) =∈{◦; •}. A marking value m(s)¿0 of a latency place s is called the
(token) unavailability of s (at m). The value “0” is included, although this somewhat
stretches the term.
The enabling rule for proper transitions is much as for ordinary Petri nets. In con-
trast, its extension to  introduces a global aspect through its use of a quanti1er. We
de1ne
m . t iE m(·t) = {•} and m(t·) = {◦} for t ∈ T;
m .  iE ¬∃ h ∈ H (m . h):
If m . x for x∈T ∪ {}, then x is said to be enabled in m. Note that an unavailable
token obstructs enabling in the pre-set as well in the post-set of a proper transition. 
is not enabled as long as there are enabled hot transitions.
A ring rule is now given, which de1nes follower markings.
m1 . t = m2 iE m1 . t and ∀s ∈ P
m2(s) =


◦ if t ∈ s·
l(s) if t ∈ ·s
m1(s)− 1 if t = ; m1(s) ¿ 0
m1(s) otherwise

 :
If m . t holds for t ∈T ∪{}, the marking m . t is said to be the follower marking
of m under t. Just as for Petri nets, the expression m . t is used for the statement of
enabledness, as well as for the term denoting the follower marking.
The 1ring rule says that, on 1ring an enabled t ∈T , the places in the pre-set of
t become unmarked, the places in the post-set of t become marked with maximal
unavailability. All others retain their markings unchanged. On 1ring , all positive
unavailabilities are decremented, while unmarked and availably marked places retain
their markings.
Note that 1ring of  does not require any proper transition to be enabled. Note also
that a hot transition does not have priority over regular transitions. The 1ring rule itself
does not distinguish between enabled hot and regular transitions. As a consequence,
a regular transition may 1re when it is in conBict with, hence disables, a hot transi-
tion, which in turn may cause  to become enabled. Thus, an enabled hot transition
may become disabled rather than 1re before . More generally, proper transitions may
repeatedly become disabled and enabled without  1ring. If this happens to the only
enabled hot transition,  may become enabled and disabled any number of times with-
out 1ring itself. Conversely,  may never become enabled, e.g., if the system loops
with hot transitions and zero latency.
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Fig. 1. Example of a place latency net.
The global aspect introduced by the  enabling rule is carried over to the 1ring
rule because the latter makes reference to enabling. In addition, for t=  in the 1ring
rule, the check for positive unavailability on the markings of all latency places intro-
duces another global aspect. (For t ∈T , the 1ring rule is local because the quanti1er
is restricted to the vicinity of t, if a change is at all required.) Globality is the criti-
cal feature that makes place latency nets special. The pulse generator forces a strong
synchronization upon the net.
The concepts of enabling and follower marking are extended to sequences w∈ (T ∪
{})∗ in the obvious way. The system-related notions initial sequence and case are
de1ned accordingly.
In diagrams, we depict latency places by ovals with associated latency, like l=3. A
rectangle with a normal or heavy outline depicts a regular or hot transition, respectively:
for a regular transition, for a hot transition.
In Fig. 1, an illustrative example is given for a place latency system with
P = {ultimate; anytime; ready},
T = {set deadline; just in time; discretionary; meet deadline},
F as expressed by the arrows,
H = { just in time; meet deadline}; l(ultimate) = 3; l(anytime) = l(ready) = 0,
c0lat(P) = {◦}.
It describes a place latency system for deadlined action. The upper branch takes
care that the deadline is not missed. Three pulses after 1ring set deadline the token is
available in ultimate. If enabled, the hot transition just in time then 1res before the
next pulse. Since l(ready)= 0, the token in ready is immediately available, so that the
hot transition meet deadline must also 1re before the next pulse. Thus, meet deadline
occurs before the fourth pulse. The lower branch allows for earlier action much as in
an ordinary Petri net. Note that, even if discretionary is 1rst, just in time still occurs
before the fourth pulse tick because it is enabled after meet deadline has 1red. No
provision is made for an orderly disposal of the token left behind since this is of no
particular concern for the demonstration of how a place latency system performs.
One could as well consider just in time and discretionary together as representing the
event of meeting the deadline. The summarizing meet deadline is not really needed
as an explicit transition. But it provides a good opportunity for demonstrating that
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hot transitions enabled in sequence are not separated by  if only zero latency is
involved.
It is worth mentioning that the 1ring rule just speci1es the possible order of transition
1rings. It is a matter of view whether one considers  to be kept from 1ring by enabled
hot transitions, or an enabled hot transition to be forced to 1re prior to . In the example
above, the interpretation puts emphasis on forced 1ring. Such an interpretation turns
generally up when time-outs are modelled, as, e.g., in communication protocols to
decide that a message has to be considered lost [1]. In the forced 1ring interpretation,
the pulse generator is seen as ticking invariably ahead. A device modelled by the place
latency system obeys the forced 1ring speci1cation if its functional units modelled by
hot transitions are early enough relative to the functional unit described by . The
diEerence between the views and the role and understanding of violations of a deadline
requirement are discussed in some detail in [3].
When we model place latency systems, forcing must also be expressed in the imple-
mentation. With respect to the possibility of representing transition forcing, [5] states:
“In a Petri net, the only way to (say) force a set of transition to 1re is to disable
the other ones”. This is what we will do when we implement place latency systems
(Sections 4 and 5). However, the idea of indirect forcing is not due to the use of Petri
nets. As we have noted above, it does not pertain to the formal system, but to its
interpretation. Most interestingly, for place latency systems it comes into play at the
very point where Petri nets are abandoned. The quanti1ed extension of the 1ring rule to
include  is alien to net theory, but it is exactly this which provides the formal texture
for the forced 1ring interpretation. In the interpretation, it must of course be expressed
with net-theoretical means. This is achieved in the sense of the above quotation from
Ghezzi et al. [5] by a mechanism which disables the transition that represents the pulse
generator while a hot transition is enabled.
Apart from the more obvious characteristics of place latency nets, there is also a
subtle aspect involved. The pulse generator can be seen as a device that classi1es certain
transition occurrences into pre-pulse and post-pulse events. Intersections of classes from
diEerent pulses can be interpreted as constituting time intervals [10]. Within an interval
between subsequent pulses, transition occurrences are still partially ordered as usual,
but there is no time metrics (this reminds somewhat of the “micro time scale” in
VHDL circuit simulation [12]).
The decision of whether a given transition occurrence falls into some pre- or post-
class is made in a strangely ambiguous context. As noted above,  may become enabled
and disabled any number of times without 1ring itself. This may occur also while a
conBict or its resolution between a regular transition and  is immanent. Thus, when
the transition actually 1res, it is uncertain, whether this happens in an unquestionable
winning position, or whether an arbitration was needed.
This allusion of an intriguing situation can be given a precise formal characterization.
We will come back to this towards the end of the next section, when we are able to
discuss it in a net-theoretic setting for the elementary net system  impl that models a
given place latency systems (see Section 5).
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Fig. 2. Expansion of a place with latency 3.
4. Introduction to place latency system implementation
In this section, an informal description is given of how to generate an elementary
net system for a given place latency system. It 1rst considers the expansion of a
single latency place. Subsequently it deals with the restrictions imposed by a single
hot transition. Finally, an example of the implementation of a complete place latency
system is given. Expansions of latency places and hot transition restrictions are basically
local, except for the pulse generator  as the only element with a global impact.
A latency place is expanded into a place-bounded subnet. The diagrams in Fig. 2
show a miniature place latency system and its implementation. The shaded transition 
does not belong to the expansion of the place latency system because in larger nets  is
shared by the expansions of all places with positive latencies. The dashed oval outlines
the sub-net generated by the expansion of s. It is not part of the implementation.
Note that we have used the pulse generator  from the place latency net as an abstract
object for constructing the implementation. This is an arbitrary, but convenient, choice
since it expresses an intended correspondence. Hopefully, no confusion arises about
the diEerent roles of  in the original place latency net as an add-on concept, and its
implementation, where it is an ordinary transition. Similarly, a and b are directly used
in the implementation. Place s, however, does not reappear in the implementation.
By executing the diagram one can convince oneself that the implementation behaves
like the original place latency system if we consider auxiliary transitions to be invisible
(!-transitions). In terms of regular expressions, the visible behaviour is (∗a3∗b)∗.
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Fig. 3. Expansion of a zero latency place.
Fig. 4. Latency place expansion in a larger vicinity.
In particular, the following holds for both, the transitions together with  of the place
latency net, and the visible transitions of its implementation.
• Initially, only a and  may 1re until a has occurred.
• After occurrence of a and three subsequent occurrences of , b may 1re, unaEected
by any further occurrences of .
• a may next 1re only after an occurrence of b.
• Occurrence of  is not restricted while a or b are enabled.
In the above example a place with latency 3 has been considered. The generalization
to an arbitrary latency is obvious. It is obtained by just 1tting the length of the “delay
section” (c1→ t1→ c2→ t2→ c3→ t3) to l(s). This works even for latency 1. For zero
latency the structure collapses. Its implementation is given in Fig. 3.
So far, the latency places in the examples have one input and one output transition. In
general, there can be any number of transitions in the vicinity of a latency place. This
is handled by making multiple connections to the entry and exit places of the latency
place expansion. Fig. 4 exempli1es the embedding of a latency place expansion into a
larger vicinity. Only the boundary places are shown.
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Table 1
Unavailability represented by expansion markings
Marking of Representation
latency place in expansion
◦ {x; z; r}; {y; z; r}; {x; cz ; r}; {y; cz ; r};
3 {cx; c1}; {x; c1}
2 {y; c1}; {x; c2}
1 {y; c2}; {x; c3}
• {x; z; w}; {y; z; w}; {x; cz ; w}; {y; cz ; w}; {y; c3}
In Fig. 2, the marking of the expansion is not the only one that represents the
unmarked latency place. E.g., {x; cz; r} would serve as well. Although a is then not
directly enabled, it becomes so on 1ring tz, which is considered invisible. Thus, an
observer could not decide whether a does not 1re on its own, or because it has to wait
for tz. In general, any marking value of a latency place has several representations in
the expansion. Table 1 shows all possible representations for the example.
Though there is a direct correspondence between the unavailability of a token on the
latency place and the places c1, c2, c3 and w of the expansion, these places alone are
not suPcient for a correct distinction of the represented markings. This is because the
switch from some unavailability value to the next smaller one must occur coincidentally
with , and only then. From this follows that, e.g., c1 together with y represents
the same unavailability as does c2 together with x, because no  occurrence goes in
between. Similarly, token availability cannot be determined from the marking on w
alone. {y; c3} anticipates the availability since it takes “no time” (no occurrence of )
for t3 to occur.
Though the last transition in the “delay section” of the latency place expansion,
t3 in the example, does not contribute to availability, it plays an important technical
role in the system implementation since its 1ring is the 1nal event that readies the
expansion for external use. We call it the exit transition of the latency place expansion.
Expansions of places with zero latency do not have exit transitions.
If the system cycles in a group of markings that contain r (◦-row) or a group of
markings that contain w (•-row except {y; c3}), this means that pulses go by unused.
For positive unavailability, an unused pulse is not admissible because of the requirement
for a latent token to “age” (decrease unavailability) on each occurrence of . In the
implementation, this is reBected by the fact that token migration on the delay section
is interlocked with occurrences of .
Next we consider hot transitions. The enabling rule for  requires that no hot tran-
sition is enabled. Thus, the construction must take care that the representation of the
pulse generator is disabled when a hot transition is enabled. More precisely, an inhi-
bition of  must be implemented which becomes eEective coincidentally with the 1rst
hot transition becoming enabled, and becomes ineEective coincidentally with the last
hot transition becoming disabled.
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For each hot transition h, the inhibition is achieved by a sub-net, called the hot
expansion of h, that maintains a “de1ciency count” for h. The term “hot expansion of
h” is a bit sloppy since, literally speaking, h itself is not expanded, but rather reappears
in the implementation. It means, more precisely, “expansion of the restriction eEected
by h”. The deciency count (short dc) tells “how far” the transition is from being
enabled, that is, how many places in its pre-set do not carry an available token, and
how many places in its post-set carry a token. (Note the asymmetry for pre- and
post-set in the requirement for token availability.)  should be inhibited by the hot
expansion for h∈H if and only if its de1ciency count is zero.
If  is inhibited, it must not be enabled. The converse is not true. If  is disabled,
it is not necessarily inhibited, because it may become enabled through 1ring of !-
transitions. Moreover,  may remain uninhibited while gaining and loosing enabledness
several times by 1rings of !-transitions. In this context it may be appropriate to point
out that this paper deals with possible 1ring sequences rather than with probabilities.
(In fact, under the unwarranted view of a (say) uniform distribution of probabilities
for transition 1rings, enabling of  would become extremely unlikely.)
Fig. 5 shows the inhibition mechanism for a hot transition h with three latency
places s1, s2, s3, in its vicinity. To reduce the graphical complexity of place latency
expansions, txs1 , txz1 , txs2 and tzs2 are represented implicitly only as parts of the double-
headed arrows denoting pseudo side-conditions. In the given marking, h is enabled and
the de1ciency count is zero. Also, for the sake of a clearer visualization, the shaded
rectangle for  is drawn in several copies to avoid convoluted arcs. Please keep in
mind that they all mean the same transition.
By executing the example step by step, the reader may 1nd that, in fact, the con-
struction enforces priority of the enabled hot transition over , and that otherwise it
imposes no restrictions on the sequence of other transitions, taking into account that
the tokens within the hot expansion may “Boat freely” by 1rings of invisible tran-
sitions. One may also 1nd that the number of tokens on the hot expansion, i.e., on
{cfh; fh; dcs1h; dcs2h; dcs3h} equals the de1ciency count. This is generally true and is re-
ferred to as the “de1ciency count property”, which is proven in Section 6.5.
The present section concludes with an example that integrates the construction ele-
ments discussed above. It is the implementation of the deadline example from
Section 3.
Even with this simple example, the implementation illustrates two typical aspects of
place latency systems, complexity and global synchronization.
Global synchronization is expressed by the ubiquity of the shaded rectangles. Re-
member it denotes the same transition  wherever it occurs. One could appropriately
imagine only one shaded rectangle sitting above the entire diagram, with arcs connect-
ing it to each positive latency place expansion, and to each hot expansion.
Though high complexity is a well-known facet for modelling with elementary Petri
nets, its actual degree for even such a simple place latency system might be sur-
prising. One may suspect that this is due to an unskilled implementation, but we
believe that the given construction can hardly be simpli1ed (except for one transition
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in the hot expansion which is included to make some proofs more homogeneous).
Given that such complexity is intrinsic to latency representation, the implementa-
tion brings it into the open. One can look at it as an illustration of a note in [5]
with respect to forced 1ring: “Therefore, the 1ring condition cannot be determined
by locally examining the transition, but it would require a view of the whole net,
: : : .”
However, the complexity also shows that for practical purposes concepts for con-
cisely describing the impact of a clock, as provided by the various timed net ap-
proaches, are indispensable for making manageable descriptions of time-driven systems
where this kind of synchronization is intended. Thus, time extensions can be seen as
powerful descriptive means for handling a particular kind of complex synchronization
speci1cations. Their translation to elementary net systems, as done in this paper, is of
purely theoretical interest. No direct practical application is intended with representing
place latency systems by elementary nets, but the theoretical acceptability is signi1cant
for the practical use of time-controlled approaches. It is the very mixture of concur-
rency and strictly clocked control that makes Petri nets with time extensions interesting
for some applications, in particular for complex circuit description. Shadad et al. [12]
puts it like this: “Time is one of the most important aspects of a hardware description
language because the timing characteristics of hardware are perhaps the most diPcult
to represent in text. In part, this diPculty is due to the massive parallelism that may
exist in a hardware description”.
With an overall outline of how implementations of place latency nets look like, we
are now able to discuss in net-theoretical terms the ambiguities of event ordering that
were mentioned in Section 3. Generally, such ambiguities occur in situations in which
an independent transition interferes with appearance or resolution of conBicts. This
is called a confusion. Typically, arbiters for deciding the winner of a race may run
into confused situations. In [14], arbiters have been proven to inherently contain the
possibility of confusion. Though, by appropriate design, a confusion can be con1ned
to an ever smaller context, it can never entirely be dissolved. Formal de1nitions of
confusion can be found in the literature (e.g. [11] or [14]).
In our case, a race takes place between a transition to occur within the current
interval, and the pulse generator to begin a new one. In the implementation exam-
ples above, the pulse generator is involved in confusions during decisions about the
pulse interval in which proper transitions 1re. There are mainly two such situations,
(i) determining the pulse interval in which a newly placed token starts ageing, and
(ii) determining the pulse interval in which a hot transition 1res. In terms of a no-
tation suggested in [11], a confusion example for (i) is (c; set deadline; t) in Fig. 6,
where c is a marking such that set deadline is enabled, but  is disabled, and t is
a transition from a hot expansion that is enabled in c and enables  when it 1res.
Note that t is independent of set deadline by construction. In this implementation, the
confusion is con1ned to what seems a marginal pattern. The important fact is that it is
still there. This illustrates the remark above about persistence of confusions in attempts
to con1ne them to smaller contexts.
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Fig. 6. Implementation of the deadline place latency net.
5. Formal place latency system implementation
This section describes how from a given place latency system  lat = (Plat ; Tlat ; Flat ; H;
l; c◦lat ; ; ◦) an elementary net system  impl = (Pimpl; Timpl; Fimpl; c◦impl) can be derived as
an implementation. The derivation is constructive, so that, in principle, it is possible
to generate it mechanically. However, this would be of little practical interest, as has
already been mentioned in the previous section. In the next section, we show that  impl
is equivalent to  lat in a quite broad sense.
To create the implementation, many new abstract objects are introduced. We under-
stand that in the following de1nitions diEerent symbols mean diEerent objects, and that
they are also diEerent from any other objects introduced so far. This applies also to in-
dexed symbols. In particular, there are symbols that are indexed by elements from  lat.
They mean diEerent objects if the indexes are diEerent. E.g., cxs1 =cxs2 is understood
for s1 = s2.
To provide building blocks for the implementation, we pre-de1ne generic structures
that are independent of the particular given  lat. The generic structures can easily be
recognized in the examples of the previous section.
PG0 := {w; r}; TG0 := {}; FG0 := {}:
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For i¿0:
PGi := {w; x; y; z; r; cx; cz} ∪ {c% | 16 %6 i};
TGi := {q; tx; tz} ∪ {t% | 16 %6 i};
FGi := {(y; q); (q; x); (z; q); (q; cz); (cz; tz); (tz ; z); (ti; w); (ti; z); (cx; tx); (tx; x)}∪
{(c%; t%) | 16 %6 i} ∪
{(t%; c%+1) | 16 %6 i − 1} ∪
{(y; t%) | 16 %6 i} ∪
{(t%; x) | 16 %6 i}:
The generic structures are now used for de1ning speci1c objects for a given  lat.
Latency place expansion
It will frequently be necessary to distinguish between places with zero and positive
latency. For this, we de1ne P0lat := {s∈Plat | l(s)= 0}, P+lat := {s∈Plat | l(s)¿0}.
For s∈Plat we de1ne:
Ps := {ps | p ∈ PGl(s)}; Ts := {ts | t ∈ TGl(s)};
Fs :=
{ ∅ if s ∈ P0lat ;
{((s; )s) | ((; )) ∈ FGl(s)} ∪ {(xs; ); (; ys)} if s ∈ P+lat :
A latency place expansion is a fairly local sub-net of the net to be constructed. As
mentioned already in Section 4, the sole global impact is focussed in its connection
to the pulse generator .  itself is not considered to belong to the latency place
expansion.
Hot expansion
Each hot transition h of  lat gives rise to a sub-net called “hot expansion” that
interconnects  and h with the expansions of all places in the vicinity of h in  lat.
Thus, except for , a hot expansion is also local, though it is not as narrowly restricted
as a latency place expansion.
For h∈H :
Ph := {dcsh | s ∈ vic(h)} ∪ {fh; cfh}
Th := {tush | s ∈ vic(h)} ∪ {tvsh | s ∈ vic(h)} ∪ {tfh; Qtfh}
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Fh :={(dcsh; tush) | s ∈ vic(h)}∪
{(tush; fh) | s ∈ vic(h)}∪
{(fh; tvsh) | s ∈ vic(h)}∪
{(tvsh; dcsh) | s ∈ vic(h)}∪
{(cfh; tfh); (tfh; fh)}∪
{(fh; Qtfh); (Qtfh; cfh); }∪


tokens may Boat freely in Ph
without changing dc
{(fh; ); (; cfh)}∪  needs transiently a token from Ph
{(dcsh; tl(s);s) | s ∈ ·h ∧ s ∈ P+lat}∪ decreasing dc when tokens become
available on positive latency input
places
{(dcsh; t) | s ∈ ·h ∩ t· ∧ s ∈ P0lat}∪ decreasing dc on marking zero
latency input places
{(dcsh; t) | s ∈ h· ∩ ·t}∪ decreasing dc on unmarking output
places
{(t; dcsh) | s ∈ ·h ∩ ·t ∧ t = h}∪ increasing dc on unmarking input
places
{(t; dcsh) | s ∈ h· ∩ t· ∧ t = h}∪ increasing dc on marking output
places
{(h; dcsh) | s ∈ vic(h)} setting dc to maximum value on
1ring h:
System implementation
To 1nalize system implementation, the sub-nets de1ned so far are composed into a
single net for which an initial marking is de1ned.
The composition is prepared by identifying for each latency place the expansion
places that link the expansion to its environment in four diEerent ways:
InPres :=
{
{rs}
{xs; zs; rs}
if s ∈ P0lat
if s ∈ P+lat
input places for ·s
OutPres :=
{
{ws}
{cx; s; c1; s}
if s ∈ P0lat
if s ∈ P+lat
output places for ·s
InPosts :=
{
{ws}
{ws}
if s ∈ P0lat
if s ∈ P+lat
input places for s·
OutPosts :=
{
{rs}
{rs}
if s ∈ P0lat
if s ∈ P+lat
output places for s·:
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With the help of these auxiliary sets we are now ready to de1ne the net of  impl.
Pimpl :=
⋃{Ps | s ∈ Plat} ∪⋃{Ph | h ∈ H}
Timpl :=
⋃{Ts | s ∈ P+lat} ∪⋃{Th | h ∈ H} ∪ Tlat ∪ {}
Fimpl :=
⋃{Fh | h ∈ H} ∪⋃{Fs ∪ (InPres × ·s) ∪ (·s× OutPres) ∪
(InPosts × s·) ∪ (s· × OutPosts) | s ∈ Plat}:
To obtain  impl, an initial case must still be de1ned. As can be seen from the examples
in Section 4 (Fig. 3 for latency place expansion, Fig. 5 for hot expansion), a marking
of  lat cannot be expected to be uniquely representable in  impl. For the sake of being
de1nite, we select from several candidates an arbitrary “normalized” one for the initial
case.
c◦impl := {rs | c◦lat(s) = ◦} ∪ {ws | c◦lat(s) = •} ∪ {xs | l(s) ¿ 0} ∪
{zs | l(s) ¿ 0 ∧ c◦lat(s) ∈ {◦; •}} ∪
{cis | 16 i 6 l(s) ∧ c◦lat(s) = l(s) + 1− i} ∪
{dcsh | c◦lat(s) = ◦ ∧ h ∈ H ∩ s·} ∪
{dcsh | c◦lat(s) = • ∧ h ∈ H ∩ ·s} ∪
{dcsh | c◦lat(s) ∈ {◦; •} ∧ h ∈ H ∩ vic(s)}:
For the initial case, token presence and availability for a latency place s can easily
be determined just from looking at places rs and ws of its expansion. The following
lemma follows immediately from the de1nition of c◦impl. It also contains a statement
about mutual exclusion of rs and ws.
Lemma 1 (Criteria for initial case representation).
∀s∈Plat((rs ∈ c◦impl⇔ c◦lat(s)= ◦)∧ (ws ∈ c◦impl⇔ c◦lat(s)= •)∧ (rs ∈ c◦impl ∨ws ∈ c◦impl)):
It will turn out later (Lemma 5) that clat(s)= • does not imply ws ∈ cimpl for an
arbitrary case clat ⊆Plat and its representation cimpl . For the initial case, however, the
“normalization” adopted for its representation makes c◦lat(s)= •⇒ws ∈ c◦impl true.
6. Features and properties of the implementation
Before we set out to establish formal relations between  lat and its implementation
 impl, we explore in this section properties of  impl by itself. This does, of course, not
mean that  lat is entirely disregarded. As a de1ning part, it naturally appears in almost
all considerations of  impl. Therefore, actually both systems are considered in parallel,
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so that we have to be careful to make always clear to which system we refer when
we use concepts like “.” that apply to both.
6.1. Basic notions
This section provides a number of concepts and abbreviations which are subsequently
employed for dealing with  impl.
First, some symbols that denote often used subsets of Timpl and Pimpl are introduced.
Note that the de1ning terms for the 1rst four of them are literal parts of the de1nitions
of Timpl and Pimpl.
Pplaceexp :=
⋃{Ps | s ∈ Plat} “latency place expansion places”
Tplaceexp :=
⋃{Ts | s ∈ P+lat} “latency place expansion transitions”
Photexp :=
⋃{Ph | h ∈ H} “hot expansion places”
Thotexp :=
⋃{Th | h ∈ H} “hot expansion transitions”
PH ′ :=
⋃{Ph | h ∈ H ′ ∩ H} “restricted hot expansion places”
TH ′ :=
⋃{Th | h ∈ H ′ ∩ H} “restricted hot expansion transitions”
Tv := Tlat ∪ {} “non-!-transitions (visible)”
T! := Tplaceexp ∪ Thotexp “!-transitions (invisible)”
Texit := {tl(s);s | s ∈ P+lat} “latency place expansion exit transitions”:
Note that Timpl =Tv ∪T!, and that all unions involved are disjoint. Further, for PH ′ and
TH ′ , we will in practice always have H ′⊆H . We have chosen not to constrain the
de1nition for reasons of formal conciseness only.
For conciseness of expression, we use a symbol for the set of all cases of  impl:
Cimpl := {c◦impl . w |w ∈ T ∗impl ∧ c◦impl . w} “cases of  impl”:
Special notations are introduced for  impl for the concepts of pre-set, post-set and
vicinity. For  lat, the usual notation “·” and “vic” is retained. For other concepts,
distinguishing symbols are not introduced because the system to which they refer is
normally clear from the context. Where necessary,  impl and  lat are explicitly men-
tioned.
x := {y | (y; x) ∈ Fimpl}; “pre-set in  impl”
x  := {y | (x; y) ∈ Fimpl} “post-set in  impl”
v –c(x) := x  ∪ x “vicinity in  impl”
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In Thotexp, each transition has its inverse that revokes its eEect. The inverse transitions
are de1ned by
Qt :=


tush if t = tvsh
tvsh if t = tush
Qtfh if t = tfh
tfh if t = Qtfh
for h ∈ H; s ∈ vic(h) “inverse transitions in Thotexp”:
Of particular signi1cance for modelling  lat by  impl is the labelling function. It is
identity for the transitions from  lat (including ), and ignores all others.
/() := 
/(wt) :=
{
/(w) if t ∈ T!
/(w)t if t ∈ Tv
“labelling function”:
Finally, we introduce notions that capture interesting relations in the context of hot
expansion.
A latency place that prevents a hot transition from being enabled is said to obstruct
the hot transition. In ordinary net theory, one can consider an unmarked place in the
pre-set and a marked place in the post-set of a transition as ”obstructing” the transition.
An enabled transition is not obstructed by any place, but immediately after 1ring it is
obstructed by its entire vicinity. This holds similarly for place latency systems. Here,
however, places of the pre-set may obstruct even when they are marked, that is, if
the token is latent. In the de1nition below, obstr is introduced as a technical term that
does not immediately disclose its relationship to hot transition enabling. That it actually
captures the idea is shown in Section 6.5 (Lemma 7).
obstr(s; h; c) :⇔ (s ∈ ·h ∧ ws ∈ c) ∨ (s ∈ h· ∧ rs ∈ c) “s obstructs h in c”:
We say a transition readies or unreadies a latency place s for a hot transition h if it
changes the marking of the representation of s from obstructing h to non-obstructing h,
or vice versa, respectively. Technical terms readies and unreadies are introduced for
this idea. In Section 6.5, we show that they actually conform to the idea (Lemmas 8
and 9).
readies(t; s; h) :⇔ h ∈ H ∧ t ∈ Timpl ∧ “t readies s for h”
(s ∈ h· ∩ ·t ∨ (s ∈ ·h ∩ t· ∧ l(s) = 0) ∨ (s ∈ ·h ∧ t = tl(s);s))
unreadies(t; s; h) :⇔ h ∈ H ∧ t ∈ Tlat ∧
(s ∈ ·h ∩ ·t ∨ s ∈ h· ∩ t·) “t unreadies s for h”:
Note that obstr refers to a marking, while readies and unreadies are de1ned in terms
of the net structure only. Note also that all three notions refer to  impl rather than to
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Table 2
Incidence matrix for latency place expansion (associated to Pplaceexp× Tplaceexp)
Tplaceexp
qs txs tzs tis tis
i¡l(s) i= l(s)
ws +
rs
xs l(s)¿0 + + + +
ys l(s)¿0 − − −
Pplaceexp zs l(s)¿0 − + +
cxs l(s)¿0 −
czs l(s)¿0 + −
cis l6i6l(s) − −
ci+1; s l6i6l(s) +
Table 3
Incidence matrix for hot expansion (associated to Photexp× Timpl)
Tlat  Tplaceexp Thotexp
·s− h s·− h h tl(s); s tush tvsh tfh Qtfh
dcsh s∈·h; l(s)= 0 − + + − +
dcsh s∈·h; l(s) ¿ 0 + + − − +
Photexp dcsh s ∈ h· + − + − +
fh − + − + −
cfh + − +
Table 4
Incidence matrix for latency place linkage (associated to Pplaceexp× (Timpl − Tplaceexp))
Thotexp Tlat 
·s s·
ws l(s)= 0 + −
rs l(s)= 0 − +
ws l(s)¿0 −
rs l(s)¿0 − +
Pplaceexp xs l(s)¿0 − −
ys l(s)¿0 +
zs l(s)¿0 −
cxs l(s)¿0 +
c1s l(s)¿0 +
 lat. Thus, the wordings that a latency place “obstructs”, is “readied” or is “unreadied”
are somewhat sloppy. They anticipate that the de1ned notions actually model features
of  lat in the intended way.
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6.2. Incidence matrix
Tabular descriptions of the net structure are sometimes more convenient than the
formulas by which  impl is de1ned. In this section, we provide the incidence matrix
of the implementation, which is a tabular description of the Bow relation Fimpl. Use of
the tabular description is formally correct because it represents a set of statements.
Though tables may often be easier to use than formulas, frequent table look-ups may
still be somewhat wearisome. Where an intuitive understanding of a proof is deemed
suPcient, an inspection of one of the typical net diagrams in Figs. 2 and 5 may be
preferable.
To make the incidence matrix manageable, it is broken down into three sub-matrices
(Tables 2–4). In their description, s stands for a place from Pimpl, and t stands for a
transition from Timpl. (As usual, s stands for a place of  lat.)
The matrices are parameterized by s∈Plat, h∈H , and i¿0. A 1eld in any of the
matrices is applicable to a pair (s; t)∈Pimpl×Timpl iE there are parameter values for
s, h, and i such that, if the parameters in the row and column heading are given these
values, s is in the row heading of the 1eld, t is in (or belongs to the set in) the column
heading of the 1eld, and the conditions in the headings are satis1ed.
Generally, a given (s; t)-pair uniquely determines its applicable 1eld. To see this, 1rst
observe that the domains of the three matrices are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, so
that exactly one of the matrices applies. Within the applicable matrix, s and t uniquely
select a row and a column, respectively. There are exceptions in the rows for cis and
ci+1; s and the columns for qs; txs and tzs of the latency place expansion matrix (for
these columns, i is not determined by t, so that s may be cis as well as ci+1; s), and in
the rows for fh and cfh and the columns for ·s − h and s· − h of the hot expansion
matrix (for these rows, s is not determined by s, so that t is possibly in the vicinities
of several s). However, since all 1elds concerned are void, no contradiction arises.
Fimpl is represented in the sense that for s∈Pimpl and t∈Timpl
(t; s)∈Fimpl iE the applicable 1eld for s, t carries a “+”
(s; t)∈Fimpl iE the applicable 1eld for s, t carries a “−”
We refer to the sub-matrices by their names rather than by table number.
6.3. Marking representation
In Section 5, the initial marking c◦impl of  impl was de1ned as representing the initial
marking c◦lat of  lat. We are now going to generally map markings of  impl to markings
of  lat.
Of course we require marking representations to conform to their purpose. Not only
the initial case, but any case of  impl must represent a case of  lat. This requires that
cases and transition 1rings in both systems develop in a parallel fashion. We come
back to this shortly. Presently, the formal introduction of marking representations just
lists them explicitly, together with their respective marking values in  lat.
A marking of  impl is called valid if its intersection with each Ps; s∈Plat is one of
the sets in Table 5. Seen the other way round, the 1rst column of Table 5 contains the
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Table 5
’-images
restrictions of all valid markings to a given Ps. The word “valid” is to be understood in
the sense that valid markings, and only these, are considered to be legal representations
of cases of  lat.
Table 5 de1nes a function ’ that associates to each valid marking m of  impl and
each s∈Plat a marking value ’(m)(s) of  lat. As we let s range over Plat, we obtain
a marking ’(m) of  lat. The valid markings of  impl that are mapped to the same
marking ’(m) of  lat constitute a representation class. The table is grouped according
to representation classes.
That the domain and the values of ’ conform to the idea of marking representation
will be shown in Section 7 by proving that (i) ’ and . commute (Lemma 29), and
(ii) the ’-images of cases of  impl are cases of  lat (Lemmas 30 and 31).
Note that ’ does not depend on the marking of the hot expansion Photexp. This
conforms to the intended role of the hot expansion to control enabling of , which has
nothing to do with representing markings of  lat.
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In the table, the underlined sets are those that belong to the initial case c◦impl of  impl
if the initial case c◦lat of  lat has the respective marking values in the second column.
This can easily be veri1ed by comparing the underlined entries of the table with the
de1nition. From this follow immediately the next two lemmas.
Lemma 2 (Initial case of  impl is a valid marking).
c◦impl is a valid marking.
Lemma 3 (’ conforms to initial case representation).
’(c◦impl)= c
◦
lat.
The restrictions of valid markings to Ps are summarized by
Lemma 4 (Restrictions of valid markings to Ps).
∀m⊆Pimpl(m valid marking ⇒
∀s∈P+lat(m∩Ps ∈{{xs; zs; rs}; {xs; zs; ws}; {xs; czs; rs}; {xs; czs; ws},
{ys; zs; rs}; {ys; zs; ws}; {ys; czs; rs}; {ys; czs; ws}; {cxs; c1s}}∪
{{xs; cis} | 16i6l(s)}∪ {{ys; cis} | 16i6l(s)})
∧
∀s∈P0lat(m∩Ps ∈{{rs}; {ws}})).
The following useful result can also immediately be taken from Table 5.
Lemma 5 (Characteristic properties of ’-values).
∀s∈Plat ; m⊆Pimpl(m valid marking⇒
((’(m)(s)= ◦ ⇔ rs ∈m)∧ (’(m)(s)= • ⇔ws ∈m∨m= {ys; cl(s); s}))):
6.4. Enabledness and follower markings
For convenience, Table 6 is provided as an explicit record of the follower marking
for each given valid marking and each transition that is enabled in that marking.
The 1rst column of the table contains all transitions that aEect Ps, i.e. those from
v –c(Ps)= vic(s)∪{}∪Ts. The second column associates restrictions to Ps of valid
markings in which each transition is possibly enabled (as far as Ps is concerned). The
third column applies only if the transition is enabled. It gives the resulting marking
after it has 1red. These statements are veri1ed by checking the table row by row with
the incidence matrix.
Moreover, the second column completely covers the restrictions to Ps of all valid
markings. This is veri1ed by checking the 1rst column of Table 5 row by row with
Table 6. Since all sets occurring in the third column also occur in the second column,
the table is closed in the sense that any set from the third column can be fed back to
the second column, and, even more, into the row for any enabled transition aEecting
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Table 6
Valid markings, enablings, and follower markings
Ps. This can be repeated working oE an entire 1ring sequence, considering for each
transition the place expansions aEected. Thus, starting from a valid marking, only valid
markings are reachable. Since we know already that c◦impl is a valid marking (Lemma 2),
all cases of  impl are valid markings.
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Lemma 6 (Cases of  impl are valid markings).
∀c∈Cimpl(c is a valid marking).
The converse, that a valid marking is a case, does not hold in general. Since ulti-
mately we are interested in cases only, we will preferably talk about cases even if the
considerations apply to valid markings as well.
6.5. Hot expansion
Hot expansion is the most subtle part of the implementation. This section shows that
it complies with the intuitive idea of controlling  by a counter for the latency places
that prevent a hot transition from being enabled. For this, the notions of obstr, readies
and unreadies play a dominant role. Lemmas 7–10 show that these concepts conform
to the intuition. Lemmas 11–18 prepare the proofs of Lemmas 19–21, which are the
main results of this section. They show that the hot expansion correctly represents the
de1ciency count.
In this section, we have to talk about vicinities both in  lat and  impl. In formal
expressions they are clearly distinguished by the use of vic or v –c, respectively. To
avoid confusion in text, we use vicinityL for referring to  lat, and vicinityI for referring
to  impl. This notation is used in the present section only.
Lemma 7 (Obstruction for enabled hot transition).
∀h∈H; c∈Cimpl(c . h⇒{s | obstr(s; h; c)}= ∅∧ {s | obstr(s; h; c . h)}= vic(h)):
Proof. Let s∈·h. By the incidence matrix for latency place linkage we have ws ∈  h,
hence, because of c . h, holds ws ∈ c and ws =∈ c . h. Similarly, for s∈ h· follows rs ∈ c
and rs =∈ c . h. By the de1nition of obstr then holds ¬ obstr(s; h; c) and obstr(s; h; c . h)
in both cases. For s =∈ vic(h) is ¬ obstr(s; h; c) regardless of c. Thus, for any c∈Cimpl,
we have ¬ obstr(s; h; c) and obstr(s; h; c . h)⇔ s∈ vic(h).
The lemma asserts that obstr complies with what we had in mind when we introduced
the concept (see Section 6.1).
The next two lemmas justify the wording “t readies (unreadies) s for h” for character-
izing a particular incidence situation between a transition, a place, and a hot transition.
It says that, in such a situation, 1ring the enabled t changes s from obstructing h to
non-obstructing h (or vice versa, correspondingly).
Lemma 8 (readies and obstr).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat ; c∈Cimpl
(c . t ∧ readies(t; s; h)⇒ obstr(s; h; c)∧¬ obstr(s; h; c . t)):
Proof. The three alternatives in the de1nition of readies aEord identical reasoning for
showing the claimed properties. It is therefore convenient to arrange the arguments in
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Table 7
obstr(s; h; c) and ¬ obstr(s; h; c . t) follow from readies(t; s; h)
Alternative of readies s∈ h·∩· t s∈·h∩ t · ; l(s)= 0 s∈ ·h; t= tl(s); s
Net-theoretic consequences t ∈ s· ; s =∈ ·h t ∈·s; s =∈ h· s∈ ·h; s =∈ h·
Incidence matrix for lat. place Linkage Linkage Expansion
yields rs ∈ t  ws ∈ t  ws ∈ t 
c . t entails rs =∈ c; rs ∈ c . t ws =∈ c; ws ∈ c . t ws =∈ c; ws ∈ c . t
Summary for obstr(s; h; c) s∈ h· ; rs =∈ c s∈·h; ws =∈ c s∈·h; ws =∈ c
Summary for ¬ obstr(s; h; c . t) s =∈ ·h; rs ∈ c . t s =∈ h· ; ws ∈ c . t s =∈ h· ; ws ∈ c . t
Table 8
¬ obstr(s; h; c) and obstr(s; h; c . t) follow from unreadies(t; s; h)
Alternative of unreadies s∈ ·h∩ · t s∈ h·∩ t ·
Net-theoretic consequences t ∈ s· ; s =∈ h· t ∈ ·s; s =∈·h
Incidence matrix for lat. place Linkage Linkage
yields ws ∈ t rs ∈  t
c . t entails ws ∈ c; ws =∈ c . t rs ∈ c; rs =∈ c . t
Summary for ¬ obstr(s; h; c) s =∈ h· ; ws ∈ c s =∈ ·h; rs ∈ c
Summary for obstr(s; h; c . t) s∈ ·h; ws =∈ c . t s∈ h· ; rs =∈ c . t
a schematic way as given in Table 7. By the de1nition of obstr, the summary rows
give the desired results.
Lemma 9 (unreadies and obstr).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat ; c∈Cimpl
(c . t ∧ unreadies(t; s; h)⇒¬ obstr(s; h; c)∧obstr(s; h; c . t)):
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as that for Lemma 8. It is simpler though,
since the de1nition of unreadies has only two alternatives rather than three. Table 8
gives the desired result.
Readies and unreadies exclude each other, but they are not complementary since
there are incidence situations not covered by either of them. For these, 1ring the
transition does not alter obstruction. This is expressed by the next two lemmas.
Lemma 10 (readies and unreadies exclude each other).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat(¬ (readies(t; s; h)∧ unreadies(t; s; h))):
Proof. From readies(t; s; h)∧ unreadies(t; s; h) would follow the weaker formula
(s ∈ h· ∩ ·t ∨ s ∈ ·h ∩ t·) ∧ (s ∈ ·h ∩ ·t ∨ s ∈ h· ∩ t·)
by straightforward propositional logic calculation. But this is contradictory because nets
are required to be pure.
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Lemma 11 (Relations between readies, unreadies and obstr).
∀t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat ; h∈H; c∈Cimpl
(c . t⇒ readies(t; s; h)∨ unreadies(t; s; h)∨ (obstr(s; h; c)⇔ obstr(s; h; c . t))):
Proof. We show that, if the equivalence obstr(s; h; c)⇔ obstr(s; h; c . t) does not hold,
either readies(t; s; h) or unreadies(t; s; h). The negation of the equivalence can be ex-
pressed
(obstr(s; h; c) ∧ ¬obstr(s; h; c . t)) ∨ (¬obstr(s; h; c) ∧ obstr(s; h; c . t)):
For both alternatives holds s∈ vic(h), i.e., s∈·h or s∈ h·. Combining the two pairs of
alternatives, we arrive at four combinations which we consider separately.
For obstr(s; h; c)∧¬ obstr(s; h; c . t) and s∈·h the de1nition of obstr yields ws =∈ c
and ws ∈ c . t. That is, t puts a token onto ws. The incidence matrices for latency place
expansion and linkage then say t ∈·s∧ l(s)= 0 or t= tl(s); s. From both alternatives
follows readies(t; s; h) by the de1nition of readies.
For obstr(s; h; c)∧¬ obstr(s; h; c . t) and s∈ h· the de1nition of obstr yields rs =∈ c
and rs ∈ c . t. That is, t puts a token onto rs. The incidence matrices for latency place
expansion and linkage then say t ∈ s·. From this follows readies(t; s; h) by the de1nition
of readies.
For ¬ obstr(s; h; c)∧ obstr(s; h; c . t) and s∈·h the de1nition of obstr yields ws ∈ c
and ws =∈ c . t. That is, t removes a token from ws. The incidence matrices for latency
place expansion and linkage then say t ∈ s·. From this follows unreadies(t; s; h) by the
de1nition of unreadies.
For ¬ obstr(s; h; c)∧ obstr(s; h; c . t) and s∈ h· the de1nition of obstr yields rs ∈ c
and rs =∈ c . t. That is, t removes a token from rs. The incidence matrices for latency
place expansion and linkage then say t ∈·s. From this follows unreadies(t; s; h) by the
de1nition of unreadies.
We have seen that an enabled hot transition is not obstructed, but after it has 1red, it
is obstructed by all of its vicinityL (Lemma 7). That is, its 1ring changes the vicinityL
from not obstructing to obstructing. Thus one should expect that a hot transition un-
readies its vicinityL for itself (and does, of course, not ready any latency place for
itself). This is expressed by
Lemma 12 (Hot transition unreadies its vicinityL for itself).
∀h∈H({s | readies(h; s; h)}= ∅∧ {s | unreadies(h; s; h)}= vic(h)):
Proof. For a hot transition h; unreadies(h; s; h) is equivalent to s∈· h∨ s∈ h· by def-
inition, i.e., s∈ vic(h). This accounts for {s | unreadies(h; s; h)}= vic(h). From this and
Lemma 10 follows ¬ readies(h; s; h) for s∈ vic(h). Since the de1nition of readies re-
quires s∈ vic(h), we have ¬ readies(h; s; h) also for s =∈ vic(h). Thus {s | readies(h; s; h)}
= ∅.
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readies and unreadies are de1ned in terms of incidence relations in  lat. There is
also a convenient characterization of such a situation in  impl:
Lemma 13 (Characterization of readies and unreadies in  impl).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl − Thotexp
({s | readies(t; s; h)}= {s | dcsh ∈  t}∧ {s | unreadies(t; s; h)}= {s | dcsh ∈ t  }):
Proof. For s =∈ vic(h), the place dcsh is unde1ned. For s∈ vic(h), the incidence ma-
trix for hot expansion says that dcsh =∈ h and dcsh ∈ h  . Hence {s |dcsh ∈  h}= ∅ and
{s |dcsh ∈ h  }= vic(h). For t= h, the claimed equations then follow from Lemma 12.
Let now t = h. Since t =∈Thotexp, the incidence matrix for hot expansion yields
dcsh ∈  t⇔ (s ∈ h· ∧ t ∈ s·) ∨ (s ∈ ·h ∧ t ∈ ·s ∧ l(s) = 0) ∨ (s ∈ ·h ∧ t = tl(s);s)
by its rows for dcsh; and its columns for s· − h; ·s− h and tl(s);s;
dcsh ∈ t  ⇔ (s ∈ ·h ∧ t ∈ s·) ∨ (s ∈ h· ∧ t ∈ ·s)
by its rows for dcsh; and its columns for s· − h and ·s− h:
(Note that in the last term of the 1rst line l(s)¿0 is justly omitted because it is implied
by t= tl(s); s.)
By the de1nitions of readies and unreadies follows
dcsh ∈  t ⇔ readies(t; s; h);
dcsh ∈ t  ⇔ unreadies(t; s; h):
We are now approaching the central issue of this section, the relation between the
cardinality of a hot expansion marking and the number of obstructing places, i.e., the
de1ciency count. Lemmas 14–17 deal with particular cardinality properties needed for
subsequent proofs.
Lemma 14 (Correspondence between latency places and representation in Photexp).
∀h∈H; P⊆Pimpl(‖{s | dcsh ∈P}‖= ‖{dcsh | dcsh ∈P}‖):
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of our convention that diEerent symbols
mean diEerent objects (see Section 5). Thus dcsh =dcs′h for s = s′, so that there is a
one–one correspondence between the s and the dcsh. (Note that {dcsh |dcsh ∈P} is not
the same as P, since P may contain other elements from Pimpl.)
Lemma 15 (Correspondence between readying=unreadying and vicinityI within Photexp).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl − Thotexp − {}
(‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖= ‖  t ∩Ph‖∧ ‖{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}‖= ‖t ∩Ph‖):
Proof. In the applicable columns (for Tlat and Tplaceexp) of the incidence matrix for hot
expansion, the entries for fh and cfh are void. Hence elements of t ∩Ph and t ∩Ph
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must be some dcsh. Thus
 t ∩ Ph = {dcsh | dcsh ∈  t} and t  ∩ Ph = {dcsh | dcsh ∈ t  }:
From Lemma 13, we have
{s | readies(t; s; h)}= {s | dcsh ∈  t} and {s | unreadies(t; s; h)} = {s | dcsh ∈ t  }:
Linking these equations by Lemma 14 [  t for P] or [t  for P], respectively, we obtain
the desired result.
Lemma 16 (Cardinality change on hot expansion marking by transition 1ring).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; c∈Cimpl
(c . t⇒‖c . t∩Ph‖= ‖c∩Ph‖−‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖+‖{s |unreadies(t; s; h)}‖):
Proof. If t ∈Timpl−Tlat −Texit, then¬ readies(t; s; h) and ¬ unreadies(t; s; h) follow for
any s∈Plat because the de1nition of readies and unreadies requires t ∈ vic(s) and
therefore t ∈Tlat, or t= tl(s); s and therefore t ∈Texit. Thus, {s | readies(t; s; h)}=
{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}= ∅. Further can be seen from the incidence matrix for hot
expansion that ‖  t ∩Ph‖= ‖t ∩Ph‖. Hence we have ‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖ −
‖{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}‖= ‖  t ∩Ph‖ − ‖t ∩Ph‖=0.
If t ∈Tlat ∪Texit, then by de1nition of Timpl is t =∈Thotexp ∪{}. This allows to apply
Lemma 15 to obtain ‖  t ∩Ph‖= ‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖ and ‖t ∩Ph‖= ‖ {s |; unreadies
(t; s; h)}‖.
By (Net2) [c for m;Ph for d] we have ‖c . t ∩Ph‖= ‖c∩Ph‖−‖  t ∩Ph‖+ ‖t ∩Ph‖.
From this and the above partial results follows the claimed property.
Lemma 17 (Obstruction change by transition 1ring).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; c∈Cimpl
(c . t⇒{s | obstr(s; h; c . t)}=
({s | obstr(s; h; c)} − {s | readies(t; s; h)})∪{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}):
Proof. If t= h, then {s | obstr(s; h; c . t)}= vic(h) and {s | obstr(s; h; c)}= ∅ according
to Lemma 7. Lemma 12 yields {s | readies(t; s; h)}= ∅ and {s | unreadies(t; s; h)}=
vic(h). Together this makes the claimed property.
Let now t = h and s∈Plat. From readies(t; s; h) follows ¬ obstr(s; h; c . t) by
Lemma 8, and ¬ unreadies(t; s; h) by Lemma 10. From unreadies(t; s; h) follows
obstr(s; h; c . t) by Lemma 9. If ¬ readies(t; s; h) and ¬ unreadies(t; s; h), then
obstr(s; h; c)⇔ obstr(s; h; c . t) by Lemma 11. Hence obstr(s; h; c . t)⇔ (obstr(s; h; c)∧
¬ readies(t; s; h))∨ unreadies(t; s; h) holds in all three cases. From this follows the
claimed set equation.
The next two lemmas deal with the “de1ciency count property”, that is, with the
idea that the expansion for a single hot transition acts as a counter for the latency
places that obstruct the hot transition. Lemma 18 states the de1ciency count property
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for the initial case. With Lemma 19 it is shown that this property is inherited to a
follower case, so that it is true for any case.
Lemma 18 (De1ciency count property for initial case).
∀h∈H (‖c◦impl ∩Ph‖= ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c◦impl)}‖):
Proof. For c◦impl ∩Ph, the 1rst 1ve sets of the de1nition of c◦impl do not contribute
anything because they do not belong to Photexp. The last three sets yield
c◦impl ∩ Ph = {dcsh | (c◦lat(s) = ◦ ∧ s ∈ ·h) ∨
(c◦lat(s) = • ∧ s ∈ h·) ∨
(c◦lat(s) =∈ {◦; •} ∧ s ∈ vic(h))}:
Using Lemma 1 and splitting up vic(h), we obtain
c◦impl ∩ Ph = {dcsh | (rs ∈ c◦impl ∧ s ∈ ·h) ∨
(ws ∈ c◦impl ∧ s ∈ h·) ∨
(rs; ws =∈ c◦impl ∧ s ∈ ·h) ∨
(rs; ws =∈ c◦impl ∧ s ∈ h·)}:
The partial formula (rs ∈ c◦impl ∧ s∈·h)∨ (rs; ws =∈ c◦impl ∧ s∈·h) is logically equivalent to
(rs ∈ c◦impl ∨ws =∈ c◦impl)∧ s∈ ·h. Using rs =∈ c◦impl ∨ws =∈ c◦impl from Lemma 1, this is in turn
equivalent to ws =∈ c◦impl ∧ s∈·h. Correspondingly, (ws ∈ c◦impl ∧ s∈ h· )∨ (rs; ws =∈ c◦impl
∧ s∈ h·) is equivalent to rs =∈ c◦impl ∧ s∈ h·. Together this results in
c◦impl ∩ Ph = {dcsh | (ws =∈ c◦impl ∧ s ∈ ·h) ∨ (rs =∈ c◦impl ∧ s ∈ h·)};
or
c◦impl ∩ Ph = {dcsh | obstr(s; h; c◦impl)}
by the de1nition of obstr. Since by convention dcsh =dcs′h for s = s′, we obtain
‖c◦impl ∩ Ph‖ = ‖{dcsh | obstr(s; h; c◦impl)}‖ = ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c◦impl)}‖:
Lemma 19 (De1ciency count property).
∀h∈H; c∈Cimpl(‖c∩Ph‖= ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c)}‖):
Proof. The case c is reached from c◦impl by some 1ring sequence. We prove the
lemma by recursion over the minimal possible length of a 1ring sequence w such
that c= c◦impl . w.
If this length is 0, then w=  and c= c◦impl. Lemma 18 provides the desired result.
Let now the minimal possible length be positive with w=w′t and c= c◦impl . w
′t. The
case c′= c◦impl . w
′ is reached by a shorter 1ring sequence w′, so that by the recursion
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assumption ‖c′ ∩Ph‖= ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c′)}‖. Lemma 17 [c′ for c] yields
{s | obstr(s; h; c)}= ({s | obstr(s; h; c′)} − {s | readies(t; s; h)})
∪{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}:
The subtracted set is contained in {s | obstr(s; h; c′)} by Lemma 8 [c′ for c]. The added
set is disjoint to {s | obstr(s; h; c′)} by Lemma 9 [c′ for c]. Thus, for set-theoretic
reasons, the set-operations are mirrored by the cardinalities, i.e.,
‖ {s | obstr(s; h; c)}‖
= ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c′)}‖ − ‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖+ ‖{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}‖:
By Lemma 16 [c′ for c] we have
‖c′ . t ∩ Ph‖ = ‖c′ ∩ Ph‖ − ‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖+ ‖{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}‖;
which together with c′ . t= c and ‖c′ ∩ Ph‖= ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c′)}‖ yields the desired
result.
Next, the expression that tokens “may Boat freely” on the expansion of a single hot
transition (see Hot expansion in Section 5) is given the formal meaning that a given
number of tokens may be shuRed by !-transitions to any given distribution on the hot
expansion.
Lemma 20 (Tokens may Boat freely on a hot expansion).
∀m;m′⊆Pimpl; H ′⊆H
(m m′⊆PH ′ ∧∀h∈H ′(‖m∩Ph‖= ‖m′ ∩Ph‖)⇒∃w∈T ∗H ′(m′=m .w)):
Proof. By recursion over ‖m m′‖.
If ‖mm′‖=0, then m=m′ and w :=  trivially has the desired property. If
‖mm′‖¿0, then mm′ = ∅ and, because of mm′⊆PH ′ , there must be an h∈H ′
such that (mm′)∩Ph = ∅. Thus, at least one of (m−m′)∩Ph or (m′−m)∩Ph must be
non-empty. Actually, both must be non-empty because they have the same cardinality.
This follows by set-theoretic considerations from ‖m∩Ph‖= ‖m′ ∩Ph‖, which is an
assumption of the lemma. Assume p1∈(m−m′)∩Ph and p2 ∈ (m′−m)∩Ph; p1 =p2,
to be elements by which m and m′ diEer. We can undo the particular deviation of m′
from m caused by these elements by de1ning m′′ := (m′−{p2})∪{p1}, thus obtaining
a smaller symmetric diEerence than for m′ : ‖mm′′‖= ‖mm′‖−2¡‖mm′‖. This
allows to apply the recursion assumption. We have only to verify that the assumptions
of the lemma hold for m′′. Obviously, mm′′⊆PH ′ because p1; p2 ∈Ph. Further, by its
de1nition, m′′ diEers from m′ only on Ph, hence m′′ ∩Ph′ =m′ ∩Ph′ holds for h′ ∈H−h,
all the more ‖m∩Ph′‖= ‖m′′ ∩Ph′‖. Moreover, the diEerence results from discarding
an element from m′ ∩Ph and adding an element not from m′ ∩Ph, so that the cardinality
on Ph is unchanged, i.e., ‖m′′ ∩Ph‖= ‖m′ ∩Ph‖. Thus, the recursion assumption yields
a w′′∈T ∗H ′ such that m′′=m .w′′. Table 9 surveys the possible combinations of p1 and
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Table 9
Building a de1ciency count shuRe sequence
p2 and associates sequences that will be used to construct the desired w. Note that,
whenever s1 and s2 occur together, s1 = s2 because p1 =p2.
In the diagram, the dash (“—”) indicates excluded combinations of values for p1
and p2. The two excluded combinations in the upper left part follow from p1 =p2. The
exclusion for row p1=fh, column fh =∈m′′ follows from p1 ∈m′′. Similarly, p2 =∈m′′
accounts for the exclusion of row fh ∈m′′, column p2=fh. The remaining two exclu-
sions are due to contradictions among the row and column headers.
The desired sequence is now constructed as w :=w′′w′, where w′ is the sequence
associated to given p1, p2 by Table 9. For each combination of p1 and p2 it is easy
to establish that (i) m′′ . w′ and (ii) m′′ . w′=(m′′ −p1)∪p2, using p1 ∈m′′, p2 =∈m′′
and relevant vicinityI information taken directly from the incidence matrix for hot
expansion:
 tfh = cfh  Qtfh = fh  tus1h = dcs1h  tvs2h = fh
tfh = fh Qtfh = cfh tus1h = fh tvs2h = dcs2h:
From m′′=(m′−{p2})∪{p1} with p1 =∈m′, p2 ∈m′ follows m′=(m′′−{p1})∪{p2}.
By this and (ii) we have m′=m′′ . w′=m .w′′w′. Since all possible w′ are from
T ∗h ⊆T ∗H ′ and w′′ ∈T ∗H ′ we have also w∈T ∗H ′ .
With the help of the last two lemmas it is easy to show that, if no hot transition is
enabled, the tokens on the hot expansion can be shuRed by !-transitions such that 
is not impeded by the hot expansion.
Lemma 21 (Enabling  on hot expansion).
∀c∈Cimpl(∀h∈H (¬c . h)⇒∃w∈T ∗hotexp ∀h∈H (fh ∈ c . w ∧ cfh =∈ c . w)):
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Proof. Let h∈H . Since obstr(s; h; c) implies s∈ vic(h) by the de1nition of obstr, we
have ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c)}‖6‖vic(h)‖, or, with Lemma 19, ‖c∩Ph‖6‖vic(h)‖. The de1-
nition of Ph yields ‖Ph‖= ‖vic(h)‖+2, so that ‖c∩Ph‖¡‖Ph‖. Thus, there are at least
one marked and one unmarked place in Ph. Therefore, the tokens on Ph can be re-
distributed so that fh is marked and cfh is unmarked. Let c′ be a marking obtained from
c by shuRing the tokens in this sense on all the Ph, that is, c′ ∩Pplaceexp = c∩Pplaceexp,
and fh ∈ c′, cfh =∈ c′, ‖c′ ∩Ph‖= ‖c∩Ph‖ for all h∈H . By Lemma 20 [c for m; c′ for
m′; H for H ′], we obtain a w∈T ∗hotexp such that c′= c . w which, by construction of
c′, has the desired properties.
6.6. Hot normal and emergent cases
According to Lemma 20, tokens on each Ph, h∈H , can arbitrarily be shuRed around
by !-transitions. Their purpose however, namely to represent the de1ciency count for
h, is best visualized by the particular distribution of tokens where the marking of each
dcsh expresses the impact of the expansion of an s∈ vic(h) on the enabling of h, that is,
if exactly those dcsh are marked for which holds obstr(s; h; c). Cases with this property
are called hot normal. They are useful because (i) a hot normal case can always be
reached by !-transitions (Lemma 22), and (ii) in a hot normal case it is suPcient to
inspect the markings of latency place expansions to determine whether a visible proper
transition is enabled (Lemma 23).
c hot normal :⇔ ∀s∈Pimpl; h∈H (obstr(s; h; c)⇔ dcsh ∈ c).
Lemma 22 (Reaching a hot normal case).
∀c∈Cimpl ∃w∈T ∗hotexp (c . w hot normal):
Proof. We de1ne c′ := (c∩Pplaceexp)∪{dcsh | obstr(s; h; c)}, that is, c′ is identical to c
on Pplaceexp and has tokens in Photexp exactly on the places dcsh with obstr(s; h; c). For
any h∈H follows c′ ∩Ph= {dcsh | obstr(s; h; c)} since Pplaceexp ∩Ph= ∅ and dcsh ∈Ph by
de1nition of Ph. Remembering that diEerent symbols mean diEerent objects, this yields
‖c′ ∩Ph‖= ‖{s| obstr(s; h; c)}‖, and, with Lemma 19, ‖c′ ∩Ph‖= ‖c∩Ph‖. This holds
for all h∈H , so that c′ is just a re-shuRing of tokens on Photexp. By Lemma 20 [c for
m; c′ for m′; H for H ′] we obtain a w∈T ∗hotexp such that c′= c . w. By construction
of c′, w has the desired properties.
Lemma 23 (Enabling in hot normal case).
∀t∈Tlat ; c∈Cimpl(c hot normal ∧  t∩Pplaceexp⊆ c ∧ t ∩Pplaceexp ∩ c= ∅⇒ c . t):
Proof. First, the pre-set and the post-set of t are decomposed into their latency place
expansion and their hot expansion part (see de1nition of Pimpl), that is, t=(t ∩Pplaceexp)
∪ ( t ∩Photexp) and t =(t ∩Pplaceexp)∪ (t ∩Photexp). To prove c . t, we have to establish
 t⊆ c ∧ t ∩ c= ∅. Since t ∩Pplaceexp⊆ c and t ∩Pplaceexp ∩ c= ∅ are already presup-
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Table 10
Vicinity in hot expansion
s∈ =∈ c dcsh ∈ c
h· ∩ · t rs yes·h ∩ t · ; l(s)= 0 ws yes·h ∩ · t; h = t rs no
h· ∩ t · ; h = t ws no· t; h= t rs no
t · ; h= t ws no
posed, it remains to be shown that t ∩Photexp⊆ c and t ∩Photexp ∩ c= ∅, or, equiva-
lently
(∗) t ∩Ph⊆ c and t ∩Ph ∩ c= ∅ for all h ∈ H .
Let h∈H . Table 10 summarizes some information needed in this proof. It is valid
under the assumptions of the lemma only.
To construct Table 10, let s be in some set in column 1. The incidence matrix
for latency place linkage says that for t ∈ s· follows rs ∈ t  . With t ∩Pplaceexp ∩ c= ∅
this yields rs =∈ c. Similarly, follows rs ∈  t from t ∈·s, and rs ∈ c with  t ∩Pplaceexp⊆ c.
Lemma 4 then yields ws =∈ c. This together makes column 2. From the de1nition of
obstr, applied to the 1rst two columns, we get obstr(s; h; c) for the upper two rows,
hence, since c is hot normal, dcsh ∈ c. Similarly, for the lower four rows we obtain
¬ obstr(s; h; c), hence dcsh =∈ c. This is noted in column 3.
If v –c(t)∩Ph= ∅, then (∗) is trivially true. Let p∈ v –c(t)∩Ph. Then one of the non-
void entries in the columns for Tlat of the incidence matrix for hot expansion applies,
and there must be an s∈Plat such that p= dcsh and the combined conditions for the
row and the column of the applicable entry are satis1ed. Thus, s satis1es exactly one
of the entries in the 1rst column of Table 10. (Hint: to check this, note that the column
headers for Tlat of the incidence matrix are equivalent to s∈ t· with t = h, s∈·t with
t = h, and t= h, respectively.)
To learn more about s, we distinguish pre- and post-set of t. If p∈  t ∩Ph, then
a “−”-entry of the incidence matrix applies, which is reBected in one of the upper
two rows of Table 10, so that p∈ c is obtained from the third column. Similarly, for
p∈ t ∩Ph, a “+”-entry of the incidence matrix applies, which is reBected in one of
the lower four rows of Table 10, hence p =∈ c. This together yields (∗).
If in a case c the marking on Ps cannot be changed by a !-sequence we say that c
is emergent on Ps. The word is meant to hint to the fact that the system must emerge
from invisible action to change the marking on Ps. (A corresponding notion cannot be
expected for hot expansions since here the tokens can always be shuRed around by
!-transitions, see Lemma 20.) A case c is emergent if it is emergent on all Ps, s∈Plat.
Formally, emergence is de1ned by just listing a set of markings. Table 6 shows that
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Table 11
Obtaining local emergence on Ps
the de1nition meets our intention, because its rows for !-transitions do not contain any
emergent cases.
c emergent on s :⇔ c ∈ Cimpl ∧
(s ∈ P+lat⇒ c∩Ps ∈ {{xs; zs; rs}; {xs; zs; ws}}∪{{xs; cis} | 16i6l(s)}) ∧
(s ∈ P0lat⇒ c∩Ps ∈ {{rs}; {ws}}):
c emergent :⇔ ∀s ∈ Plat (c emergent on s):
In the de1nition and also in the sequel restrictions of markings to Ps that pertain to
emergent cases are underlined. Emergent cases happen to be the same as those for
initial cases (by design rather than by necessity).
That an emergent case, even a hot normal emergent case, can always be reached by
a !-sequence is expressed by the following lemma. Its proof is prepared by Table 11
that solves the task for hot normal cases and locally for any given Ps, s∈Plat. In its
1rst column, the table contains the restrictions to Ps of all valid markings (Lemma 4),
all the more of cases (Lemma 6). The second column associates to each of them a
short !-sequence ws ∈T ∗s which is enabled in that case. The third column contains
the restriction to Ps of the resulting case after 1ring ws. That the table is correct is
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checked row by row with the incidence matrices for place and hot expansion (the latter
speci1cally for tl(s); s). By de1nition of emergence, the resulting cases are emergent on s.
Lemma 24 (Reaching an emergent case).
∀c∈Cimpl ∃w∈T ∗! (c . w emergent and hot normal):
Proof. A !-sequence w is explicitly constructed, which is then shown to have the
desired property. w will be composed from special sequences which are de1ned 1rst.
By Lemma 22, we can assume a !-sequence w′∈T ∗hotexp such that c′ := c . w′ is hot
normal. For each s∈Plat, we de1ne w′′s to be the !-sequence provided by Table 11
with the hot normal case c′ for c. Thus, each w′′s , s∈Plat is enabled in c′, and the
third column of Table 11 tells us that c′ . w′′s is emergent on Ps. From the incidence
matrix we see that vic(w′′s )⊆Ps ∪Photexp, so that w′′s does not change any other Pso ,
so ∈Plat −{s}. From the incidence matrix for latency place expansion can be seen that
transitions from diEerent latency place expansions are independent. The w′′s ∈T ∗s are
therefore mutually independent. Hence any sequence w′′ obtained by stringing together
all w′′s , s∈Plat in arbitrary order is enabled in c′ by (Net1). Further, since each w′′s
does not change any other Pso , so = s, the resulting marking c′ . w′′ is emergent on all
Ps, s∈Plat, that is, it is emergent. As c′ . w′′= c . w′w′′, the !-sequence w′w′′ leads to
an emergent case.
By construction, c′ . w′′ is also hot normal, because any tl(s); s occurring in w′′ re-
moves a token from dcsh coincidentally with achieving ¬ obstr(s; h; c). But rather than
proving this, it is easier to append just another !-sequence w′′′ according to Lemma 22
to arrive at a hot normal case. This is still emergent since w′′′∈T ∗hotexp and hence does
not change Pplaceexp, as is seen from the incidence matrix for hot expansion. The desired
!-sequence then is w :=w′w′′w′′′.
7. Equivalence
Whenever systems are compared with respect to their behaviour, the intriguing ques-
tion arises as to which equivalence notion should be applied. In net theory, there is a
large variety of substantially diEerent equivalence notions, and the criteria for selecting
the most relevant ones for a particular situation are by no means obvious. However,
in our case, there is some evidence that all known concepts might have the same
power of distinction, so that the choice of equivalence would not really matter. We
do not have a proof for this, but a detailed proof exists that an implementation sat-
is1es the so-called B-condition for labelled elementary systems (see [8]). 2 Loosely
speaking, the B-condition says that an unobservable decision cannot lead to distinct
observable future behaviours. More precisely, if two initial 1ring sequences have
2 The proof is not contained in this paper because of its size, but it will be made available either as a
separate publication, or else as a technical report that can be obtained from the author.
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identical associated label sequences, then for each continuation of one of them there
exists a continuation of the other one such that both have the same associated label
sequences.
In system modelling, the B-condition is a very reasonable requirement when “im-
plementations” are considered. By an implementation we mean a system that has all
transitions of a system to be modelled, and additionally any (1nite) number of auxiliary
transitions, and that generates exactly the same initial 1ring sequences as the original
system if auxiliary transitions are ignored. From this arises, a natural and particularly
simple labelling function that is identity on all transitions of the original system and
maps auxiliary transitions to the empty string.
The systems  impl introduced in Section 5 are designed such that they are implemen-
tations in this sense. But ultimately we want to compare also other “reasonable” imple-
mentations of a given place latency system with respect to equivalence. The point is,
of course, that we suggest to consider an implementation reasonable only if it satis1es
the B-condition. With this provision, we can say that all reasonable implementations of
a given system are equivalent under any of the usually considered equivalence notions.
This is a result reported in [8]. (Note that, by de1nition, all reasonable implementations
are string equivalent.)
One might argue about our view of a “reasonable implementation”. It would therefore
be preferable if we could discuss equivalence issues in direct comparison of the given
place latency system  lat with its implementation  impl. For this, however, we are
impeded by the fact that  lat is not a Petri net, so that we cannot use results from
net theory, but need to look for a more general framework. If the result on the B-
condition would analogously be valid for transition systems in general [15], a translation
of the equivalence relations between  lat and  impl to that framework should lead to
a corresponding result. The work done in [6] should be helpful for this. We have not
pursued this idea. The prospects for success are, however, favourable, since  lat is
unlabelled (has an identity labelling).
We show now that a place latency system  lat and its implementation  impl are
string equivalent under the labelling function /. (/ is de1ned in Section 6.1.)
We will have to examine in parallel for  lat and  impl the progression of cases
eEected by the 1ring of visible transitions. Table 12 provides a convenient overview
of the changes a case c and its associated ’-image ’(c) undergoes on 1ring such a
transition. For a given s∈Plat, only those visible transitions are considered that aEect
s in  lat, or, equivalently, Ps in  impl, that is, which are from vic(s)∪{}.
Table 12 is an extraction of Tables 6 and 5, together with an application of the 1ring
rule for  lat. Columns 1, 2 and 5 are obtained from Table 6 by leaving away the rows
for !-transitions. The other columns contain derived values. Column 3 is taken from
Table 5, applied to the second column. Column 4 is deduced from the 1ring rule for
 lat, applied to the 1rst and third column. Column 6 is taken from Table 5, applied to
the 1fth column.
The table associates ’-values, transitions and follower markings to valid markings,
hence, by Lemma 6, to all cases of  impl. The transitions included are only those
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Table 12
’- and .-values of cases in  impl and  lat
belonging to both systems,  impl and  lat, and aEecting Ps in  impl or, equivalently, s
in  lat. That is, they are transitions from vic(s)∪{}.
More precisely, the table contains in the second column the restrictions to Ps of
all valid markings of  impl in which some visible transition may be enabled. The
remaining columns contain the considered derived values. Column 3 does not even
need c . t since it follows from the second column. Column 4, however, is applicable
only if also ’(c) . t. Comparison of columns 4 and 6 shows
Lemma 25 (’ and visible transitions commute).
∀s∈Plat ; t∈vic(s)∪{}; c∈Cimpl (’(c) . t ∧ c . t⇒ (’(c) . t)(s)=’(c . t)(s)):
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The next lemma says that with a !-transition one cannot leave a representation
class.
Lemma 26 (Representation classes closed wrt. !-transitions).
∀w∈T ∗! ; c∈Cimpl (c . w⇒’(c)=’(c . w)):
Proof. By recursion over the length of w.
The lemma is trivially true for w= . Let w=w′t and de1ne c′ := c . w′, so that
c . w= c′ .t. By the recursion assumption we have ’(c)=’(c . w′)=’(c′).
For t ∈Thotexp, we observe that v –c(Thotexp)⊆Photexp by the incidence matrix for hot
expansion. Therefore, the changes eEected by t are within Photexp. Since, by de1nition,
’ does not depend on the marking of Photexp (see Table 5), we have ’(c′)=’(c′ . t).
For t ∈Tplaceexp, there is an s∈P+lat such that t ∈Ts. The incidence matrix tells us
that t does not aEect any Ps′ , s′ = s, so that c′ ∩Ps′ = c′ . t ∩Ps′ for s′ ∈Plat −{s}. The
rows for Ts of Table 6 give the changes on Ps for all cases in which t is enabled.
Comparison with Table 5 shows that case and follower case have the same ’-values
on s. Since they are identical on all other Ps′ , they are in the same representation class,
that is, ’(c′)=’(c′ . t).
Thus, we have ’(c′)=’(c′ . t) for all t ∈T!. Since ’(c)=’(c′) and c . w= c′ . t,
the claimed property follows.
Lemma 27 (Enabling translated to  lat).
∀t ∈Tv; c∈Cimpl(c . t⇒’(c) . t):
Proof. According to the de1nition of “.” in  lat we have to show ’(c)(·t)= {•} and
’(c)(t·)= {◦} if t ∈Tlat, and ¬∃h∈H (’(c) . h) if t= .
For c . t, Table 12 is applicable. It directly yields ’(c)(s)= • for t ∈ s· and
’(c)(s)= ◦ for t ∈ ·s, hence ’(c)(·t)= {•} and ’(c)(t·)= {◦}.
For t= ; we use an indirect argument by assuming some h∈H such that ’(c) . h.
This means ’(c)(s)= • for any s∈ ·h. Since c . t, Lemma 5 yields ws ∈ c. Similarly,
rs ∈ c for any s∈ h·. By the de1nition of obstr follows ¬ obstr(s; h; c). The de1nition
also yields ¬ obstr(s; h; c) for any other latency place s, that is, ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c)}‖=0.
By Lemma 19 (de1ciency count property) we obtain c∩Ph= ∅, and, since fh ∈Ph,
1nally fh =∈ c. Now the incidence matrix for hot expansion says that fh ∈ , so that
we arrive at ¬ c . , contradicting c . t.
Lemma 27 asserts that a visible transition that is enabled in a case c of  impl is also
enabled in the modelled case ’(c) of  lat. The converse, however, is not true. In the
representation class for ’(c) there may be cases in which even no visible transition is
enabled. But at least it is possible to reach by !-transitions a case in which the given
visible transition is enabled. This is expressed in the following lemma.
Lemma 28 (Enabling translated to  impl).
∀t ∈Tv; c∈Cimpl(’(c) . t⇒∃w∈T ∗! (c . wt)):
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Table 13
Vicinity in latency place expansion
s ∈ ’(c1n)(s) c1n ∩ Ps  t ∩ Ps t  ∩ Ps
· t • {xs; zs; ws} {ws} {rs}
t · ; l(s)¿0 ◦ {xs; zs; rs} {xs; zs; rs} {cxs; c1s}
t · ; l(s)= 0 ◦ {rs} {rs} {ws}
Proof. The lemma is proven separately for t ∈Tlat and t= . For both, we 1rst proceed
from c by weh ∈T ∗! to an emergent, hot normal case ceh := c . weh. Such a sequence
weh exists by Lemma 24. ceh is further continued by a !-sequence w1n ∈T ∗hotexp, to be
de1ned diEerently for t ∈Tlat and t= , by which c1n := ceh . w1n is reached. Lemma
26 [weh for w] and [w1n for w; ceh for c] yields ’(c)=’(c . weh)=’(c . wehw1n), or
’(c)=’(ceh)=’(c1n). Hence, since ’(c) . t, we have ’(ceh) . t and ’(c1n) . t. Because
v –c(Thotexp)⊆Photexp, w1n aEects Photexp only. Since emergence is de1ned irrespective of
Photexp, the reached case c1n = ceh . w1n is still emergent (but not necessarily hot normal).
We are 1nished if we can prove c1n . t, because w :=wehw1n then has the desired
property. For the proof, the pre-set and the post-set of t are decomposed into their
place latency expansion and their hot expansion parts (see de1nition of Pimpl), that
is, t= {t ∩Ps | s∈Plat} ∪ {t ∩Ph | h∈H} and t  = {t  ∩Ps | s∈Plat} ∪ {t  ∩Ph | h∈H}.
What then has to be shown is
(A) t ∩Ps⊆ c1n and t ∩Ps ∩ c1n = ∅ for all s∈Plat ;
(B) t ∩Ph⊆ c1n and t  ∩Ph ∩ c1n = ∅ for all h∈H:
t ∈Tlat
For t ∈Tlat, we set w1n := , thus ceh = c1n, so that, like ceh, c1n is hot normal. Thus,
Lemma 23 says it is suPcient to prove (A).
Let s∈Plat. If s =∈ vic(t), the incidence matrix for latency place linkage yields v –c(t)
∩Ps= ∅, from which trivially follows (A). s∈ vic(t) is handled by Table 13. Column
1 covers all of vic(t). Column 2 is a consequence of column 1 and ’(c1n) . t.
Column 3 follows from Table 5 and c1n emergent. Columns 4 and 5 are directly
taken from the incidence matrix for latency place linkage, using column 1. (A)
results from column 3 together with columns 4 and 5, respectively.
t = 
From ’(ceh) .  and the de1nition of -enabling we know ∀h∈H (¬’(ceh). h), from
which follows ∀h∈H (¬ ceh . h) by Lemma 27. Lemma 21 then yields a w1n ∈T ∗hotexp
such that fh ∈ ceh . w1n and cfh =∈ ceh . w1n, or, more concisely, fh ∈ c1n and cfh =∈ c1n
for all h∈H . From this follows (B) by the incidence matrix for hot expansion.
If l(s)= 0, then, according to the incidence matrix for latency place linkage, v –c()
∩Ps= ∅. Thus (A) holds trivially. Let now l(s)¿0. Since c1n is emergent, xs ∈ c1n
and ys =∈ c1n by de1nition. Therefore, the incidence matrix for latency place linkage
yields (A).
For an overview diagram of the proof see Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Overview for proof of Lemma 28.
Fig. 8. ’ and . commute for visible transitions.
With Lemma 25, we have established that ’ commutes with the 1ring of visible
transitions. For invisible transitions this cannot literally be true, because these do not
occur in  lat. Rather, they are supposed to simply disappear. The following lemma
extends Lemma 25 to !-transitions and uses the labelling function / for uniformly
stating the commutation property for both, visible and invisible transitions.
Lemma 29 (Commuting diagram for ’ and . t).
∀t ∈Timpl; c∈Cimpl(c . t⇒’(c) . /(t)=’(c . t)):
Proof. Let s∈Plat and t ∈ vic(s)∪{}. From Lemma 25, we have (’(c) . t)(s)=
’(c . t)(s).
If t∈Tlat − vic(s) , then t does not aEect Ps , that is, c∩Ps=(c. t)∩Ps, and hence
’(c)(s)=’(c. t)(s). Also, t does not aEect s∈Plat in  lat, that is, ’(c)(s)=(’(c). t)(s).
Thus, (’(c). t)(s)=’(c. t)(s) holds also for t∈Tlat − vic(s).
Since s∈Plat was arbitrary, and (vic(s) ∪ {}) ∪ (Tlat − vic(s))=Tv according to the
de1nition of Tv, this together yields ’(c) . t=’(c . t) for t ∈Tv.
The same is not true for t∈T!, because then t does not belong to  lat and conse-
quently ’(c). t is meaningless. However, if we take /(t) instead, we obtain ’(c)./(t)=
’(c. t), which is trivially true because /(t)=, and by Lemma 26 we know already
’(c. t)=’(c).
Since for t∈T! we have /(t)=, the results can be combined into the one
formula.
For t ∈Tv, the lemma is visualized by the commuting diagram in Fig. 8.
For t ∈T!, the diagram degenerates to that in Fig. 9
We are now ready to prove that a place latency system is string equivalent with
its implementation in the sense that the /-images of the sequences generated by the
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Fig. 9. ’ and . commute for invisible transitions (collapsed).
implementation are exactly the sequences generated by the place latency system. More
straightly expressed: the systems generate exactly the same sequences if !-transitions
are ignored. Conceiving the implementation as a model of the place latency system, we
show the model to be correct, i.e., it does not generate wrong sequences, and complete,
i.e, it generates all necessary sequences.
For a single transition, the correctness issue is already solved by Lemma 29. For a
general sequence, it follows by simple recursion.
Lemma 30 (Model correctness).
∀w∈T ∗impl(c◦impl . w ⇒ ’(c◦impl . w)= c◦lat . /(w)):
Proof. The lemma is trivially true for w= , because ’(c◦impl)= c
◦
lat by Lemma 3. For
w=w′t, the recursion assumption yields ’(c◦impl . w
′)= c◦lat . /(w
′). Lemma 29 [c◦impl . w
′
for c] yields ’(c◦impl . w
′) . /(t)=’(c◦impl . w
′t). This together results in ’(c◦impl . w)=
’(c◦impl . w
′t)=’(c◦impl . w
′) . /(t)= (c◦lat . /(w
′)) . /(t)= c◦lat . /(w
′t)= c◦lat . /(w).
Proving model completeness needs more eEort, because, in general, !-transitions have
to be inserted in  impl for enabling the next visible transition.
Lemma 31 (Model completeness).
∀w∈T ∗v (c◦lat . w⇒∃wimpl ∈T ∗impl(’(c◦impl . wimpl)= c◦lat . w∧ /(wimpl)=w)):
Proof. Again, the proof is trivial for w= . wimpl :=  then has the desired properties.
Let now w=w′t with w′ ∈T ∗v , t ∈Tv. Note that /(t)= t by the de1nition of /. The
recursion assumption permits to assume a w′impl ∈T ∗impl that solves the issue for w′, i.e.,
’(c◦impl . w
′
impl)= c
◦
lat . w
′ and /(w′impl)=w
′. If we abbreviate c := c◦impl . w
′
impl, the 1rst
equation becomes ’(c)= c◦lat . w
′. Starting from c, a continuation must be found such
that the case reached is mapped by ’ to c◦lat . w, and its /-image is t.
Although, by c◦lat . w
′t, t is enabled in ’(c), the same cannot be expected to hold in
c, because it may be necessary to insert !-transitions to make  impl ready for 1ring t.
We have already a lemma on translating enabledness in  lat back to  impl. It guarantees
that such !-transitions exist: Lemma 28 [w! for w] provides a w! ∈T ∗!˙ such that c . w!t.
By Lemma 26 [w! for w], w! does not change the ’-image, i.e., ’(c . w!)=’(c).
Now the diagram for model completeness (see Fig. 10) can be closed using Lemma
29 [c . w! for c]. It yields ’(c . w!) . /(t)=’(c . w!t). With wimpl :=w′implw!t we obtain
c◦impl . wimpl from c . w!t and c= c
◦
impl . w
′
impl.
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Fig. 10. Overview for proof of Lemma 31.
Combining the partial results 1nally yields ’(c◦impl . wimpl)=’(c
◦
impl . w
′
implw!t)=
’(c . w!t)=’(c . w!) . /(t)=’(c) . t=(c◦lat . w
′) . t= c◦lat . w, as required. Further, since
w! ∈T ∗! , we also have /(wimpl)= /(w′implw!t)=w′t=w. Thus, wimpl has the desired
properties.
From model correctness and completeness follows directly our main result.
Theorem Equ (Equivalence)
{wlat | c◦lat . wlat}= {/(wimpl) | c◦impl . wimpl}:
Proof. To show “⊇”, assume c◦impl . wimpl. By Lemma 30 [wimpl for w] we obtain
c◦lat . /(wimpl), which shows that wlat := /(wimpl) is in set on the left-hand side.
Conversely, to show “⊆”, assume c◦lat . wlat, and, by Lemma 31 [wlat for w], a
wimpl ∈T ∗impl such that c◦impl . wimpl and /(wimpl)=wlat. Obviously, wlat is in set on the
right-hand side.
Note that Lemmas 30 and 31 are stronger than required for the proof. The equations
’(c◦impl . w)= c
◦
lat . /(w) and ’(c
◦
impl . wimpl)= c
◦
lat . w in the lemmas provide an explicit
translation by ’ from  impl to  lat which is not used for the theorem, but needed for
the recursions to go through.
8. Conclusion
From the several suggestions to extend Petri nets to include time, those with token
latencies on places (Timed Petri Nets) have been selected as a point of departure
for showing that time can be modelled by net-intrinsic means. As a quite general
representative of this class, place latency nets have been formally de1ned together
with a 1ring semantics. A method has been given how to construct for any given place
latency system an elementary net system as its implementation. In the implementation,
the net-extrinsic “pulse generator” of a place latency system is modelled by an ordinary
transition. The implementation was proven to be string equivalent to the original place
latency system.
The paper is intended as an initial step of work for showing that net-extrinsic clocks
are not necessary in general for modelling sequencing aspects of time. If it should
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turn out that there are other important aspects of time which cannot be modelled on
a purely causal basis, it would still be interesting to elaborate the deep reasons for
assessing limits of the expressiveness of Petri nets.
The next steps in that work should be to prove implementability for other prototypical
time extension approaches. Using the present result, this will be easier if such an
approach can be reduced to place latency systems. However, for each approach it is
1rst necessary to establish a formal 1ring semantics. Usually, the originally provided
1ring semantics is not formalized and not detailed enough. For example, what happens
in a time-out situation with conBicting transitions is normally not explicitly speci1ed.
While the answer may be considered obvious, there are other more subtle unclear
situations. In particular, a constraint on the maximal time is generally speci1ed after
which an enabled transition must 1re. The most miniature interruption of enabling resets
the time-out count. If a real or rational time base is assumed, the interruption may be
arbitrarily short. It is doubtful whether this is actually meant, because it does not seem
to have any practical justi1cation. Note that our formalization has avoided this problem
by requiring that conBicts involving hot transitions must be resolved before the next
pulse occurs. It is expected that the same solution can be employed for formalizing
the 1ring rules of other time extension approaches.
The method of an explicitly represented pulse generator provides a simple way for
modelling multi-clock systems. In these, individual clocks can be used to control sub-
systems, as is typical for all kinds of distributed computing, including circuits on diEer-
ent boards or cooperating workstations. Synchronization of clocks or otherwise handling
clock deviations will then become modelling issues. Interesting new questions may turn
up in areas of common inBuence from diEerent clocks, such as interfaces. While it is
easy to model maximum deviation requirements by designing appropriate synchronic
distances between clocks, clock drift boundaries need some attention to avoid problems
with in1nite values. Since a bound on the tick ratio of diEerent pulse generators still
admits unbounded divergence, its enforcement is not immediately representable by ele-
mentary net systems (which are 1nite by de1nition). A 1nitely enforceable speci1cation
must be used instead, such as one that involves a 1nite history only.
Generally, if one wants to model extended systems with requirements involving
in1nite values, an implementation with Petri nets is bound to be also in1nite. It may be
possible to use higher level systems, such as Place=Transition systems with unbounded
capacities, for conveniently modelling such extended systems. But if modelling the
featured extension needs also additional features in the implementation, this is likely to
end up with the power of Turing machines, and thus cannot be reduced to Petri nets
proper. This relates also to the above mentioned issue of expressiveness.
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The numbers identify the lemmas. An arrow from A to B means that the proof of
B makes use of A. Tables that are de1ned and used locally only within a proof are
not included in the diagram.
Appendix B. Summary of lemmas
Lemma 1 (Criteria for initial case representation).
∀s∈Plat((rs∈c◦impl⇔c◦lat(s)=◦)∧(ws∈c◦impl⇔c◦lat(s)=•)∧(rs =∈c◦impl∨ws =∈c◦impl)):
Lemma 2 (Initial case of  impl is a valid marking).
c◦impl is a valid marking:
Lemma 3 (’ conforms to initial case representation).
’(c◦impl)= c
◦
lat :
Lemma 4 (Restrictions of valid markings to Ps).
∀m⊆Pimpl (m valid marking⇒
∀s∈P+lat(m∩Ps ∈{{xs; zs; rs}; {xs; zs; ws}; {xs; czs; rs}; {xs; czs; ws};
{ys; zs; rs}; {ys; zs; ws}; {ys; czs; rs}; {ys; czs; ws}; {cxs; c1s}}∪
{{xs; cis} | 16i6l(s)}∪ {{ys; cis} | 16i6l(s)})
∧
∀s∈P0lat(m∩Ps ∈{{rs}; {ws}})):
Lemma 5 (Characteristic properties of ’-values).
∀s∈Plat ; m⊆Pimpl(m valid marking⇒
((’(m)(s)= ◦⇔ rs ∈m)∧ (’(m)(s)= •⇔ws ∈m∨m= {ys; cl(s); s}))):
Lemma 6 (Cases of  impl are valid markings).
∀c∈Cimpl(c is a valid marking).
Lemma 7 (Obstruction for enabled hot transition).
∀h∈H; c∈Cimpl (c . h⇒{s | obstr(s; h; c)}= ∅∧ {s | obstr(s; h; c . h)}= vic(h)):
Lemma 8 (readies and obstr).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat ; c∈Cimpl
(c . t ∧ readies(t; s; h)⇒ obstr(s; h; c)∧¬ obstr(s; h; c . t)):
Lemma 9 (unreadies and obstr).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat ; c∈Cimpl
(c . t ∧ unreadies(t; s; h)⇒¬ obstr(s; h; c)∧ obstr(s; h; c . t)):
Lemma 10 (readies and unreadies exclude each other).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat (¬(readies(t; s; h)∧ unreadies(t; s; h))):
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Lemma 11 (Relations between readies, unreadies and obstr).
∀t ∈Timpl; s∈Plat ; h∈H; c∈Cimpl
(c . t⇒ readies(t; s; h)∨ unreadies(t; s; h)∨ (obstr(s; h; c)⇔ obstr(s; h; c . t))):
Lemma 12 (Hot transition unreadies its vicinityL for itself).
∀h∈H ({s | readies(h; s; h)}= ∅∧ {s | unreadies(h; s; h)}= vic(h)):
Lemma 13 (Characterization of readies and unreadies in  impl).
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl − Thotexp
({s | readies(t; s; h)}= {s | dcsh ∈ t}∧ {s | unreadies(t; s; h)}= {s | dcsh ∈ t }):
Lemma 14 (Correspondence between latency places and representation in Photexp).
∀ h∈H; P⊆Pimpl(‖{s | dcsh ∈P}‖= ‖{dcsh | dcsh ∈P}‖):
Lemma 15 (Correspondence between readying=unreadying and vicinityI within Photexp)
∀h∈H; t ∈Timpl − Thotexp − {}
(‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖= ‖ t ∩Ph‖∧ ‖{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}‖= ‖t  ∩Ph‖):
Lemma 16 (Cardinality change on hot expansion marking by transition 1ring).
∀h∈H; t∈Timpl; c∈Cimpl
(c. t⇒‖c . t∩Ph‖=‖c∩Ph‖−‖{s | readies(t; s; h)}‖+‖{s | unreadies(t; s; h)}‖):
Lemma 17 (Obstruction change by transition 1ring).
∀h∈H; t∈Timpl; c∈Cimpl
(c. t⇒{s | obstr(s; h; c . t)}=
({s | obstr(s; h; c)} − {s | readies(t; s; h)})∪{s | unreadies(t; s; h)})
Lemma 18 (De1ciency count property for initial case).
∀h∈H (‖c◦impl ∩Ph‖= ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c◦impl)}‖):
Lemma 19 (De1ciency count property).
∀h∈H; c∈Cimpl(‖c∩Ph‖= ‖{s | obstr(s; h; c)}‖):
Lemma 20 (Tokens may Boat freely on a hot expansion).
∀m; m′⊆Pimpl; H ′⊆H
(mm′⊆PH ′ ∧∀h∈H ′(‖m∩Ph‖= ‖m′ ∩Ph‖)⇒∃w∈T ∗H ′(m′=m .w)):
Lemma 21 (Enabling  on hot expansion).
∀c∈Cimpl(∀h∈H (¬ c . h)⇒∃w∈T ∗hotexp∀h∈H (fh ∈ c . w∧ cfh =∈ c . w)):
Lemma 22 (Reaching a hot normal case).
∀c∈Cimpl ∃w∈T ∗hotexp (c . w hot-normal):
Lemma 23 (Enabling in hot normal case).
∀t∈Tlat ; c∈Cimpl (c hot normal ∧ t∩Pplaceexp⊆c∧ t  ∩Pplaceexp ∩ c=∅⇒ c . t):
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Lemma 24 (Reaching an emergent case).
∀c∈Cimpl ∃w∈T ∗! (c . w emergent and hot normal):
Lemma 25 (’ and visible transitions commute).
∀s∈Plat ; t∈vic(s)∪{}; c∈Cimpl (’(c) . t∧c . t⇒ (’(c) . t)(s)=’(c . t)(s)):
Lemma 26 (Representation classes closed wrt. !-transitions).
∀w∈T ∗! ; c∈Cimpl (c . w⇒’(c)=’(c . w)):
Lemma 27 (Enabling translated to  lat).
∀t ∈Tv; c∈Cimpl (c . t⇒’(c) . t):
Lemma 28 (Enabling translated to  impl).
∀t ∈Tv; c∈Cimpl (’(c) . t⇒∃w∈T ∗! (c . wt)):
Lemma 29 (Commuting diagram for ’ and . t).
∀t ∈Timpl; c∈Cimpl (c . t⇒’(c) . /(t)=’(c . t)):
Lemma 30 (Model correctness).
∀w∈T ∗impl(c◦impl.w⇒’(c◦impl.w)= c◦lat . /(w)):
Lemma 31 (Model completeness).
∀w∈T ∗v (c◦lat . w⇒∃wimpl ∈T ∗impl(’(c◦impl . wimpl)= c◦lat . w∧ /(wimpl)=w)):
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